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ABSTRACT
One of the most important steps in designing a machine is the consideration of the effect 
of interfaces between components. A badly designed interface can vary from costly diffi-
culties such as additional control or calibration to machine failure. For precision assem-
blies such as automobile engines, robotics, and many measurement devices, exact 
constraint techniques have been used to align removable components. Exact constraint 
typically requires controlled precision machining to allow an interface to be repeatable 
and interchangeable. Elastic averaging techniques can be used instead of exact constraint 
to create less repeatable interfaces with more generous machining requirements. Elastic 
averaging represents a subset of coupling types where improved accuracy is derived from 
the averaging of errors over a large number of relatively compliant contacting members. 
Repeatability and accuracy obtained through elastic averaging can be nearly as high as in 
deterministic systems, elastic averaging design allows for higher stiffness and lower local 
stress when compared to kinematic couplings. In this thesis, a model of elastic averaging 
has been developed to predict the effects of manufacturing variations on design. To dem-
onstrate the capabilities of this model, a new fiber optic connector has been designed with 
elastic averaging and precision injection molding in mind. Simulations predict repeatabil-
ity of approximately 5 micrometers for a 5X scale version, which agreed with experimen-
tal measurements. Fidelity parts were produced using the Silicon Insert Molded Plastics 
process (SIMP). SIMP uses microfabricated silicon inserts in a traditional injection mold 
to create parts with micro-scale features. The SIMP fidelity parts were measured to esti-
mate manufacturing repeatability of approximately 5 micrometers. Using this repeatabil-
ity, simulations predict that the actual scale version has repeatability of approximately 0.5 
micrometers.
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Chapter 1INTRODUCTION1.1  Motivation
In precision machine design, one of the most important steps in designing a machine is the 
consideration of the effect of interfaces between components. A badly designed interface 
can vary from costly difficulties such as additional control or calibration to machine fail-
ure when degrees of freedom are improperly constrained. In order to avoid these prob-
lems, engineers have developed a series of tools known collectively as exact constraint 
design that allow for interface features to be designed to maximize performance. Within 
any constraint device, the position and orientation of one part with respect to another can 
be defined by six degrees of freedom - three translations and three rotations as shown in 
Figure 1.1. In exact constraint, a single contact point is used to exactly constrain one of 
these degrees of freedom by providing resistance to motion in each degree of freedom. A 
coupling in which all six degrees of freedom are constrained by exactly six contact points 
is often called an deterministic or kinematic coupling. The drawback of using contact 
points is that Hertzian contact stresses increase at the contacts, limiting load capacity and 
system stiffness. The boundaries of kinematic coupling applicability has been expanded in 
recent years to high load, industrial areas with the introduction of high load couplings 
using “canoe ball” couplings developed by Slocum [1] and quasi-kinematic couplings 
developed by Culpepper [2]. These and other coupling flavors expand beyond single 
points of contact to allow for contact patches and line contacts, respectively. 17
18 INTRODUCTIONFigure 1.1   Illustration demonstrating 6 Degrees of Free-
dom to be constrained between two surfaces
Elastic averaging can be considered separately from pure kinematic couplings or quasi-
kinematic couplings, as it represents a subset of surface coupling types where improved 
accuracy is derived from the averaging of errors over a large number of contacting sur-
faces. Contrary to kinematic design, elastic averaging is based on significantly over-con-
straining the solid bodies with a large number of relatively compliant members. As the 
system is preloaded, the elastic properties of the material allow for the size and position 
error of each individual contact feature to be averaged out over the sum of contact features 
throughout the solid body. Although the repeatability and accuracy obtained through elas-
tic averaging may not be as high as in deterministic systems, elastic averaging design 
allows for higher stiffness and lower local stress when compared to kinematic couplings. 
In a well designed and preloaded elastically averaged coupling, the repeatability is 
approximately inversely proportional to the square root of the number of contact points.
Combining these options into a design menu allows designers to select the proper cou-
pling for a specific situation. Table 1.1 summarizes the major coupling types and their rel-
ative abilities. The following chapter will give a short description of each coupling type, 
with a detailed description of elastic averaging in the following chapters. 
Contributions 19TABLE 1.1   Summary of Various Relative Coupling Performance Criteria 
Coupling Type
Contact
 Type Repeatability Stiffness Load Capacity Robustness
Basic Pin Joint Surface Poor High High Poor
Elastic 
Averaging
Mixed Good High High Fair
Planar 
Kinematic 
Mixed Good High High Good
Quasi-
Kinematic
Line Good Medium 
to High
High Good
Kinematic Point Excellent Low Varies Good
Elastic averaging will be applied to a case study on fiber optic connectors. Traditionally, 
fiber optic connectors rely on extremely precise, costly manufacturing to obtain repeatable 
connections. The most common multi-fiber design, the MT ferrule, relies on fitting two 
precisely ground pins into two holes on each side of the connector. Without tight toler-
ances, the connector design can range from being unable to deterministically locate the 
connector to causing part damage during assembly. With precise tolerances on the order of 
0.1 - 1.0 µm, the connector design can minimize power loss at the interface, but only at a 
significantly increased cost. Elastic averaging can be employed in a multifiber connector 
to improve the repeatability of the interface without requiring costly tolerances. To further 
improve the performance of the connector, a new method for creating precision injection 
molding tools is proposed. This process, the Silicon Insert Molded Plastics process 
(SIMP), replaces precision mold surfaces created using traditional machining process with 
silicon inserts which are microfabricated in batch quantities with tolerances on the order 
of microns. 
1.2  Contributions
One of the primary contributions of this thesis is a method for modelling elastic averaging, 
including a process for modelling and analyzing coupling geometry and some design rules 
for employing elastic averaging. Out of the research, a qualitative metric for determining 
20 INTRODUCTIONthe level of constraint in a coupling was recognized. This metric is another contribution 
that will assist designers in determining if an elastically average coupling is truly elastic 
averaging and can be analyzed quasi-deterministically, or if the coupling is over-con-
strained, leading to lack of repeatability and increased wear and surface damage. The final 
contribution is the co-development of the SIMP concept with the specific goal of produc-
ing a fidelity connector part.
1.3  Thesis Scope and Organization
When investigating the design of precision interfaces such as a fiber optic connector, a 
number of different disturbances can be considered. Disturbances usually include manu-
facturing errors, material variation, environmental factors, and external disturbances. In 
the scope of this thesis, the manufacturing error is considered to have the most significant 
effect and is the primary focus of modelling in the following chapters. In many cases, 
environmental factors such as contamination, unpredictable thermal loads, and surface 
damage have an equally large effect of overall system performance. However, except in 
cases where these factors can be easily quantified, environmental effects cannot be easily 
simulated and must be measured. 
Thesis Organization
The second chapter in this thesis will present a basic introduction to precision assembly 
interfaces, including the kinematic coupling design process and an example of a planar 
kinematic coupling. In the third chapter, a detailed description of elastic averaging will be 
presented, including a model for analyzing elastically averaged couplings and a simple 
test example. Chapter four presents an application of the elastic averaging model to a case 
study on a fiber optic connector, while chapter five outlines the manufacturing process 
intended to produce the connector parts. The final chapter presents some conclusions and 
suggestions for future work. 
Chapter 2DESIGN OF EXACT CONSTRAINT 
INTERFACES2.1  Introduction
This chapter gives a brief introduction into the different methods of constraining two pre-
cision interfaces. Further background is given on the most repeatable interface, the kine-
matic coupling, and an example of a planar kinematic coupling.
2.1.1  Exact Constraint Design
Exactly constrained assemblies are discussed extensively by Blanding [5] and Slocum [4]. 
In an exactly constrained device, each degree of freedom in a body is individually consid-
ered and constrained as required by the design. A properly constrained device will use 
only the minimum number of constraints required to restrict motion in specified direc-
tions, while all other degrees of freedom are free. In analysis, an exactly constrained 
assembly can be defined exactly using vector loops for displacement and force where 
there is the same number of equations and unknowns. These equations can be used to 
determine the exact location of the parts for any manufacturing deviations of the compo-
nent features. Therefore, accuracy of exactly constrained assemblies can be directly corre-
lated to the manufacturing process and corrected easily. Repeatability is often directly 
related to the assembly process from factors such as friction, environmental contamina-
tion, and thermal errors.21
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specific direction. For ideal parts in CAD software, the over-constraint usually can not be 
detected and does not cause a problem. However, when real parts with tolerances are 
involved, the over-constraint can cause the parts to deflect, bind, or deform during assem-
bly. These effects can be acceptable in many cases, although unintended internal stresses 
or gaps in the assembly can cause issues during subsequent assembly steps or failure dur-
ing use. On the other hand, exactly constrained devices will assemble with a wide range of 
tolerances, will not bind, and are easier to assemble. Exact constrained devices can often 
tolerate minor errors such as wear at the contact locations, although high contact stresses 
tend to limit load capacity and stiffness. 
2.1.2  Terminology
It is important at this point to define some terms related to precision interfaces - accuracy, 
repeatability, and interchangeability.
Figure 2.1   Illustration of terminology [4]
 When a series of data points is simulated or mea-
sured, a distribution of points will result. This distribution of points can usually be 
described as a mean and a standard deviation about that mean. In this case, accuracy can 
be defined as the difference between the mean and the intended target point. Most cou-
pling inaccuracies can be directly related to a systematic error which has the same value 
Introduction 23and sign for any measurement. Systematic errors in couplings tend to develop due to an 
error during machining which is common to every part produced, but they can also 
develop due to predictable thermal changes in the environment or deflections within the 
part due to loading. 
Repeatability and interchangeability are difficult to distinguish in results such as those 
shown in Figure 2.1, although their combined effect can be captured in the standard devia-
tion. Usually the quoted repeatability number is given as plus and minus three times the 
standard deviation to reflect the statistical significance that one part in a million will be 
outside of the distribution, although this definition of repeatability varies throughout the 
literature. To simplify the terminology, repeatability and interchangeability will be 
referred to only using the standard deviation, unless otherwise noted. Repeatability is 
defined as the variation around the mean due to random errors during assembly, such as 
unpredictable thermal changes, component damage, friction, and environmental contami-
nants. These factors are often very difficult to analyze or predict during the design stage, 
and they can only really be estimated through experimentation. In addition, these random 
errors are often the “real-world” or industrial effect that increases the overall error when a 
concept is transferred from the ideal laboratory conditions to an industrial setting. 
Interchangeability is defined as the variation around the mean due to random manufactur-
ing errors within the specified tolerances. Since the tolerances are specified statistically, 
interchangeability can be predicted somewhat deterministically for a large number of parts 
knowing that any given part must lie within a certain distribution of errors. This assump-
tion allows the Monte Carlo process to be used to predict interchangeability of an inter-
face. In a Monte Carlo analysis, a randomly selected set of dimensions selected from a 
statistical distribution of tolerances is provided to a model of the system to predict some 
system performance metric. Numerous sets of data can be generated and passed through 
the simulation to generate a distribution of the output variables. These output variables can 
then be analyzed to determine the interchangeability and accuracy of a given tolerance set. 
If the effect of the random errors used in calculating repeatability are on the same order as 
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values converge, allowing for both values to be simulated. However, this statement is not 
true for all cases. Often, many systems are designed so that interchangeability is extremely 
low, but environmental conditions and friction can cause repeatability to be an order of 
magnitude worse. 
2.2  Coupling Interface Types
When designing a coupling, the precision engineer can most easily distinguish the differ-
ent coupling types by investigating the types of contact that occur between the coupled 
interfaces. The basic types of contact are surface, line, and point contact, generally in 
order of increasing repeatability. 
2.2.1  Pin Joints 
The simplest coupling design consists of surface contact, which generally occurs with 
direct contact between large, relatively flat interface features. Because surface contact 
couplings have many possible contacts spread over the interface, deterministic design 
becomes difficult and repeatability depends mostly on flatness, finish, and other toler-
ances. Generally, direct interface contact can constrain only three degrees of freedom, 
which requires the incorporation of additional alignment features into the design for com-
plete constraint of the six degrees of freedom. The most common alignment geometry are 
pins, due to low cost and easy implementation for non-precise applications; however, 
strict tolerances or compliant geometries are required to achieve a reasonable repeatabil-
ity. Without compliance, pin joints can easily destroy parts when the alignment features 
jam or deform. Compliant geometries, such as dovetails, grooves, and rails, improve 
repeatability of an interface by enforcing geometric congruence through predictable elas-
tic deflections and the removal of irregular surface features through wear-in. 
In cases where the interface uses a large number of pins, the coupling can begin to func-
tion like an elastically averaged joint. However, multi-pin joints are less deterministic than 
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elastic averaging as they do not guarantee contact between contacting elements and can 
often overconstrain the interface. If tolerances are large in a pin joint, configurations may 
become possible where only a small subset of pins contacts their receptacles. The other 
pins “float” within the hole and do not provide any alignment function. These pins are 
effectively extra features which can be removed from the structure. If tolerances in the 
joint are small, configurations may become possible where multiple pins may initially 
come into contact. As the interfaced is closed, these pins must deflect to absorb any other 
manufacturing variances. Pins without compliance will deflect initially, but the pin or its 
matching hole may deform when the interface is completely closed. Repeatability of the 
interface will improve as the interface wears in, but interchangeability of the interface will 
degrade as the effective hole dimensions change.
In many industrial applications, preload to secure the joint is applied using bolts normal to 
the interface surfaces. Because of the frictional contact of the surfaces and the bolting 
load, surface contact couplings provide maximum stiffness and load capacity, which 
makes them suitable for most industrial applications where precision is not the crucial 
functional requirement. 
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Elastic averaging represents a subset of surface coupling types where improved accuracy 
is derived from the averaging of errors over a large number of contacting surfaces. Repeat-
ability and accuracy obtained through elastic averaging are generally not as high as in 
deterministic systems, although elastic averaged designs allow for higher stiffness and 
lower local stress. In a well designed and preloaded elastic averaging coupling, the repeat-
ability is approximately inversely proportional to the square root of the number of contact 
points. Elastically averaged couplings are often non-repeatable due to environmental con-
tamination, as contaminants can significantly change how the surfaces interact. In addi-
tion, many designers are hesitant at using elastic averaging due to the stresses that form in 
the assembly when its members are elastically deflected. Likewise, high assembly forces 
can develop in elastically averaged systems, which can cause damage and wear to the 
members. Further details on elastic averaging are available in Chapter 3.
2.2.3  Quasi-Kinematic Couplings
The next level of surface contact is the quasi-kinematic coupling, which consists of line 
contact situations such as a cylinder on a flat or a ball in a cone. By reducing a surface 
contact to a line, over constraint is reduced to only two degrees of freedom. Since line 
contacts only weakly overconstrained an interface, more deterministic relationships can be 
formed to provide improved repeatability. In industrial settings, line contacts do not 
appear as often as surface contacts, but the optics industry has made use of line contacts 
for aligning lenses in cylindrical capsules in v-grooves. Recent work by Culpepper [2] [3]
has developed a framework for designing and implementing quasi-kinematic couplings 
for high load, industrial environments, specifically in the assembly of an automobile 
engine. This framework includes a constraint metric that allows the designer to assess and 
minimize the degree of overconstraint present in the design based on an analysis of fully 
constrained and weakly constrained directions.
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Since quasi-kinematic couplings reduce the amount of surface interaction area, less useful 
area is available for the distribution of stress. Therefore, quasi-kinematic couplings can no 
longer support the highest loads with the best stiffness, but can provide improved preci-
sion with reasonable stiffness. Culpepper’s design combines quasi-kinematic couplings 
using revolved line contacts with predetermined and predictable plastic and elastic deflec-
tions to optimize load capacity and stiffness, without sacrificing repeatability. 
2.2.4  Planar or Directional Kinematic Coupling
The next coupling type, the planar or directional kinematic coupling, can be a combination 
of all three types of contact. For example, a planar coupling consists of a large surface 
contact area at the interface along with specially designed line or point contacts to con-
strain the free degrees of freedom. A directional coupling could be any type of coupling 
which has precision alignment features designed to repeatably constrain specific direc-
tions, while relying on surface features, tolerances, etc. in noncritical directions. The 
mixed contact coupling type has been formulated in the author’s M.S. thesis [9] and is dis-
cussed in this thesis as the three pin kinematic coupling, which uses a large surface area 
and three line contacts on three pins. Preload is applied by lightly torquing a bolt normal to 
one of the pins and more heavily torquing securing bolts normal to the interface. More 
details will be given for the three pin coupling later in this document.
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all a function of the individual design. Overall, planar kinematic couplings can provide 
high stiffness and load capacity with moderate repeatability. 
2.2.5  Kinematic Couplings
The final coupling type, a fully kinematic coupling, represents the gold standard of cou-
plings by using individual point contacts that each constrain a single degree of freedom. 
Because the interaction between the interface surfaces can be described by six distinct 
points, closed loop mathematics can be formulated to deterministically describe the rela-
tionship between the surfaces. In reality, point contacts must typically tolerate high loads, 
therefore the theoretical point contacts deform into Hertzian contact ellipses under large 
applied loads. The main limit to the repeatability of a kinematic coupling is the surface 
finish of the contact regions, while load capacity and stiffness are limited by the Hertzian 
contact stress.
By far, the most common form of the standard kinematic coupling is the ball-groove cou-
pling, which interfaces three balls on one component to three grooves on the opposing 
component. The balls and grooves are placed on the three points of a planar equilateral tri-
angle with the triangle sides coincident to lines passing through the contact points. The 
typical coupling structure is shown in Figure 2.5, while the standard coupling geometry 
terminology is shown in Figure 2.6.
2.3  Design of Standard Kinematic Couplings
2.3.1  General Coupling Design Process
As mentioned above, the pure kinematic coupling can provide the most precise alignment 
interface. Much work has been published on the general design process of standard kine-
matic couplings. For a more detailed description of the design process, one should refer to 
the work of Slocum [4]. Many years of work by Slocum and his students have produced a 
fairly standardized mathematical procedure for designing kinematic couplings. Originally 
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formatted in a convenient Excel spreadsheet, the mathematics necessary to design a cou-
pling have been transferred to MATLAB and MathCAD. Each component is defined by a 
location on the main coupling circle, as well as a vector describing the normal of the inter-
face surface at the theoretical contact point.   In addition, the preload and disturbance 
forces must be specified so that the Hertzian contact stress and deformations at the ideal 
point contacts can be determined. Two quick checks for design success are to verify that 
the Hertzian stress stays less than the allowable contact stress and that the contact forces 
should not reverse direction. The position and force vectors are then assembled into matri-
ces and combined with the Hertzian deformation to solve for the error motions of the cou-
pling under the disturbance loading. Throughout the design, several other critical 
parameters like coupling stiffness, reaction forces at the points, and contact ellipse dimen-
sions can be calculated.
2.3.2  Specific Design Considerations
While many of these design considerations are discussed in relationship to the purely 
kinematic coupling form, the general concepts apply equally well to any coupling form.
Geometric Stability 
In addition to the basic mechanics of the design, there are additional design considerations 
that must be addressed for a coupling to work. The first consideration, geometric stability, 
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strained under design loads. Stability requires specific attention for designs that stray from 
the ideal geometry of 120 degree spaced groove to groove angle. Figure 2.6 shows a 2D 
representation of different groove orientations and a relative statement of the coupling sta-
bility. 
Figure 2.6   Coupling Geometry Stability
One of the most useful tools to analyze stability is the well known kinematics con-
cept of instant centers, which is well described by Blanding in terms of proper constraint 
[5]. By determining the instant centers of two elements of a coupling, the third element 
can be located to provide maximum stiffness. The most stable coupling is one where each 
of the three instant centers is the same distance from the coupling centroid with the config-
uration as shown in the first schematic of Figure 2.6. This equal placement of constraints 
creates equal resistance to rotation at each instant center. If the coupling angles are 
changed as in the second schematic, the instant center of one element moves further from 
the coupling center than the other two instant centers. Increased distance between the 
instant center and the constraint introduces a longer moment arm about the coupling cen-
troid for the constraint forces at the distant coupling element. The constraining moments 
about the other instant centers decrease, causing a non-symmetric stiffness in the cou-
pling. If the angles keep increasing, stiffness in one direction can become negligible, caus-
ing instability to any disturbance force in that direction.  
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In Figure 2.7, two sample instant center schematics are shown. The first schematic indi-
cates the 120° configuration above where the instant centers are located at a distance from 
each other to create maximize stability. The second schematic shows a configuration that 
could easily be mistaken to have stability as all six points are in contact in 120° form. 
However, an analysis of the instant centers shows that all three instant centers coincide at 
the center of the coupling triangle. Any disturbance force applied to this coupling will 
cause rotation about the instant center with very little resistance, as no constraint forces 
can be applied normal to the moment arm created from the constraint to instant center. For 
a design similar to the third schematic in Figure 2.6, the instant centers can occur at infin-
ity, which allows for translation in the direction normal to the lines connecting the con-
straint and instant center. These two designs are inherently unstable, unless sufficient 
friction can be introduced at the interface to resist motion along the groove. While these 
couplings may represent bad designs for exact constraint of interfaces, differential stiff-
ness and frictional constraints can be cautiously included in designs where these features 
may be desirable.
In addition to static stability, dynamic stability must also be considered in designs were 
high loads are applied in directions that change over time. In the first diagram, maximum 
dynamic stability occurs when the planes containing the contact force vectors intersect to 
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mum resistance to a disturbance in any direction by properly providing a supporting sur-
face. It can be easily seen in the second and third diagrams how a disturbance can easily 
cause motion in the coupling. When the design introduces dynamic loading or moving 
geometry, the coupling must also be checked for dynamic stability. Dynamic instability 
can be initiated when the forces at the interface contact points suddenly reverse or when 
the contact force vectors become aligned with the direction of the grooves. To prevent 
these dynamic instabilities, additional preload can be applied (within the allowable contact 
stress) and physical stops can be used to prevent improper motion.
Interface Stiffness
Integrally related to the stability of the coupling, stiffness can become a major influence 
on the applicability of a standard kinematic coupling to an industrial design. When the 
coupling components are arranged in the 120 degree configuration and the groove faces 
are perpendicular, the coupling provides equal stiffness in all directions. Change in the 
geometric parameters of any of the components will introduce changes in stiffness that 
must be considered if they are in sensitive directions. Since these couplings rely on six 
point contacts to support interface loads, stress and deformation levels can rapidly 
increase, causing a very undesirable change in stiffness properties when compared to a 
bolted joint. Changes in stiffness when using three ball - three groove couplings can 
amount to an order of magnitude or more reduction in stiffness. Careful comparison of 
finite element simulations of the original joint with approximations of the ball - groove 
interface are instructive for order of magnitude comparisons of the stiffness change. Since 
Hertzian effects at point contacts are not currently well modeled in commercially available 
FEA products, several approximations can be used to model the interface contact. The 
most accurate approximation relies on creating flexural geometries that simulate the joint 
stiffness predicted by traditional contact mechanics. However, careful attention must be 
paid to this approximation to ensure that all deflections and forces are compared at the 
proper locations. A less accurate method to simulate the contact is to replace the coupling 
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ness of the joint, the material properties of the new block should be altered from the basic 
material of the structure to reflect the reduced stiffness of the coupling determined by con-
tact theory [9]. 
Contact Stress
Another item to be considered is the contact stress present at the interface. Due to the 
nature of the point contact, high Hertzian contact stresses can be present in the coupling 
under the preload alone. Stress analysis should be performed both concerning the static 
preload alone and with the maximum predicted disturbance force. In addition to the good 
practice of designing with an appropriate factor of safety, a ball-groove interface should be 
designed so that space of at least one diameter of the contact patch is left between the bor-
der of the Hertzian contact patch and the edge of the supporting components.   
To counter the low load limitation present in traditional ball-groove couplings, Slocum has 
developed the specialized “canoe ball” element as described in U.S. patent number 
5,711,647 (although not claimed). The canoe ball replaces the traditional hemispherical 
contacting element with a trapezoidal block with sections of a spherical surface ground 
onto the contacting surfaces. By grinding spheres with diameters as large as a meter onto 
the sides of the canoe ball, contact stress at the interface can be reduced while preserving 
the contacting components small size. The larger diameter creates an approximately kine-
matic elliptical contact patch that drastically increases the load capacity of a coupling 
while maintaining high repeatability. In Figure 2.8, the canoe ball is shown along with its 
matching groove. Benchtop level experiments have shown repeatability of approximately 
one micron for an experimental setup [9] and 0.1 microns in previous work by Mullen-
held. For a good presentation of contact mechanics theory, Johnson provides detailed der-
ivations [6].
34 DESIGN OF EXACT CONSTRAINT INTERFACESFigure 2.8   Canoe Ball and Groove Element
Surface Material Properties
Of the many factors which affect the repeatability of a coupling, the choice of material for 
the ball and grooves has several critical influences. As in any precision design, one of the 
most important factors to consider is the friction between the contacting surfaces. Friction 
alters repeatability the most during initial assembly of the coupling. After each of the cou-
pling elements touch, friction between the surfaces builds up and creates forces that 
impede the motion of the entire coupling from settling into its lowest energy state. Each 
subsequent replacement of the coupling will settle into a different position based on a 
complex relationship between the initial position of each contact point and the exact direc-
tion of applied force. Several techniques can be used to minimize the effect of friction, 
including proper vibration dithering of the interface or implementation of low coefficient 
of friction materials such as Titanium Nitride combined with Tungsten Disulfide. During 
installation, frictional effects can be easily minimized using a stepped bolting procedure 
and by simply tapping the interface region with a hammer. 
Another important material influence on the repeatability stems from the relative hard-
nesses of the ball to the groove. Ideally, the best repeatability can be obtained by the com-
bination of a hardened steel ball and groove. However, some designs may stipulate that 
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rest of the structure. In these instances, it may be more useful to use hardened steel ball 
elements on the fixed structure and polymer or aluminium groove elements on the dispos-
able components. This technique will help to prevent any assembly damage from being 
imparted on the fixed, more expensive structure and transfer the deformations to the 
grooves on the disposable structure. In addition, grooves can be easily milled into mild 
steel components using standard end mills rotated 45 degrees, while the hardened ball ele-
ments can be expensively machined or press fit into the fixed structure. When the ultimate 
level of precision is required, ceramics such as Silicon Nitride can be used for extreme 
hardness, as well as improved repeatability through decreased friction and wear-in time. 
During the initial assembly cycles of a single matched coupling, wear-in has been 
observed when coupling repeatability decreases slightly to a steady state value after many 
replacement cycles. This effect can occur due to the removal of surface finish aberrations 
by the loading and high contact stress at the point contact, as well as other interface inter-
actions.
The final material effects involve three variations on surface geometry: surface finish, 
debris, and fretting. Out of the three variations, surface finish is the easiest parameter to 
affect during design, as the finish can be specified and measured during manufacturing. 
Furthermore, surfaces will tend to burnish or polish each other with increased time and 
load. Debris and fretting are more difficult parameters to analyze and remove, as these 
effects tend to develop over the lifetime of the components. In most cases, repeatability 
variation due to debris can be reduced by simply establishing a regular cleaning procedure 
to remove the debris using necessary solvents and by placing a small layer of grease on the 
elements. The final surface effect results from a process known as fretting corrosion. Fret-
ting occurs between two surfaces of similar materials, particularly steels, when they are 
pressed together under large forces. On a small scale, these large forces cause surface 
asperities to crush together and atomically bond. When the surfaces are separated, the new 
bonds are ripped apart, causing the small pieces of the bonded materials to become debris 
on the surface. In addition, the process of ripping apart the material exposes new material 
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hardness as well as surface finish. Variation due to fretting cannot be easily avoided under 
high loads if non-stainless steels are used, so it is recommended that stainless materials, 
ceramics, or combinations of dissimilar materials be used. Ceramic and stainless materials 
also have the added benefit of being noncorrosive in many unpleasant industrial environ-
ments. 
Additional information on kinematic couplings can be found in the Master’s Theses of 
Hart [8] and Willoughby [9], as well as previous work by Slocum (e.g. [1] or [4]).
2.4  Three Pin Coupling
2.4.1  General Coupling Description 
The three pin coupling is categorized as a planar kinematic coupling, as contact occurs at 
three line or point constraints and a large surface contact. The name of this coupling is 
derived from the geometry of the interface, which consists of a plane contact constraining 
three degrees of freedom and three pins constraining motion in the plane. Each pin con-
strains motion by mating with a precision control surface normal to the interface plane. To 
prevent pins from jamming during assembly and to remove any free motion, preload is 
applied to an anvil pin using compliance or some adjustable mechanism. The proper 
design of the pin geometry and preload force will compel the coupling to deterministically 
seat in a repeatable position. The control surfaces and the pins are the only elements of the 
interface that require accurate tolerancing, as repeatability and exchangeability is affected 
by the location of each element. In Figure 2.9, the basic geometry and nomenclature for 
the three pin coupling is shown, while Figure 2.10 shows an example of one possible cou-
pling structure suggested for use in a demountable interface on an industrial robot [9]. 
Since each pin interfaces with a flat or curvic surface, Hertzian contact theory can be used 
to describe the interface stress and deformation between the cylindrical pin or ground 
point contact and the control surface. 
Three Pin Coupling 37Figure 2.9   Nomenclature for Three Pin Coupling Figure 2.10   Three Pin Structure on Robot Interface
2.4.2  General Coupling Design Process
The basic coupling design process is a rather simple process, as it involves fairly standard 
summations of forces with regard to preloads, disturbances, and friction. In order to imple-
ment a three pin coupling, the following steps are required:
1. Specify initial interface geometry, including locations for the support pins, 
anvil pin, control surfaces, and preload bolts. Determine method for apply-
ing preload and estimate static and disturbance loads. To reduce complexity 
of calculations, transfer external forces and moments to the location depicted 
as the geometry center in Figure 2.9.
2. Construct a free body diagram based on initial geometry and the static load. 
Perform summation of forces and moments on this geometry to sustain static 
loading case. Solve for the minimum required in-plane preload necessary to 
ensure contact of the three pins with the control surfaces and for the mini-
mum bolting force necessary to keep the planar surfaces in contact. 
Throughout the calculations, it is important to include friction from static 
loading (but not the bolting force) to ensure that the in-plane preload is suffi-
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positions of the coupling.
3. Construct another free body diagram based on the initial geometry and the 
disturbance loads. Perform summation of forces and moments on the geome-
try to sustain the dynamic loading case. Solve for the minimum required nor-
mal preload necessary to ensure contact of the three pins with the control 
surfaces and for the minimum bolting force necessary to keep the planar sur-
faces in contact. Throughout these calculations, it is important to include the 
effect of in-plane friction as a function of the normal loading, as the in-plane 
friction will help to resist moments and torques in the coupling plane. There-
fore, the bolting force must be increased to increase frictional resistance to 
any dynamic disturbances. 
4. Using contact forces at pins, check Hertz contact stresses, bending stresses, 
and any other failure modes of concern. Diameters and heights of the pins 
and the control surfaces can be determined based on these failure possibili-
ties. Appropriate factors of safety should be applied to the in-plane preload, 
bolt forces, and stresses to ensure that the design will safely seat if estimated 
disturbance forces are exceeded.
2.4.3  Specific Design Considerations
Preload on Third Pin
Preload on the third pin can be applied in numerous ways, depending on the geometry and 
restrictions of the coupled components. In U.S. patent number 5,915,678, Slocum used a 
form of the three pin coupling called the kinematic sheet to align printed circuit boards for 
the electronics industry. Three pins were placed on a surface tilted with respect to vertical, 
while matching notches are placed in the kinematic sheet. Preload is applied to all three 
pins passively by using gravity to pull the sheet into place on the positioning plane. An 
illustration of this preload method excerpted from the patent is shown in Figure 2.11.
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In Figure 2.12, another preload method is shown using a combination of a thick, rigid 
anvil pin and a relatively thin and compliant spring pin. The spring pin preload method 
ideally operates by simultaneously inserting the anvil and spring pin into the matching 
hole on the opposing component. By designing the matching hole to be smaller than the 
maximum distance between the outer surfaces of the pins, the pins will be compressed 
together. Since the spring pin is more compliant than the anvil pin, the compression force 
will cause the spring pin to bend following standard beam theory. Ideally, the anvil pin 
should not deflect at all and remain in kinematic contact with the matching control sur-
face. Preload force for this design can be specified by determining the spring pin deflec-
tion from the basic geometric parameters of matching hole diameter, spring pin head 
diameter, spring pin main diameter, and distance between the spring pin base and anvil 
base. This spring pin deflection can be passed through standard beam equations to deter-
mine the force created from the pin insertion. 
The final preload method considered employs a simple preload bolt, aligned so that its 
force is applied in the necessary direction for coupling constraint. This preload method is 
the simplest to implement, as it requires only a threaded hole in the proper direction. How-
ever, careful attention should be paid to the free body diagram and force directions to 
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not occur, a specialized bolt can be used with a copper tip to allow for some compliance at 
the contact point.   Also, a simple wooden prototype can save much time verifying that the 
direction of the preload will properly seat the coupling.
Preload in Bolts
Preload applied using the bolts normal to the interface are very important to the success-
fulness of the three pin coupling under dynamic situations. To simplify calculations and 
improve precision, preload bolts should be located so that they pass through the centers of 
the pins. Often, the design will require that bolts be placed at separate locations or that 
more than three bolts will be needed to supply sufficient force. In this situations, the 
design must address bolt arrangement to prevent asymmetric bending of the interface 
plane. Bickford and Nassar have compiled a very useful handbook that can be helpful in 
properly designing the bolting configuration [7]. 
Friction on Interface
Friction on the large contact surface provides the three pin coupling with additional ability 
to sustain large forces and moments in the plane of the coupling. To create interface fric-
tion, large normal forces must be applied to the surface using bolts. If the required bolting 
force exceeds the capability of the desired or possible bolting pattern, the friction coeffi-
cient of the interface surfaces must be increased by changing the interface material using 
coatings, by changing the quality of surface finish, or by including a dimpled friction plate 
between the interface surfaces. Any changes in frictional properties must be reviewed in 
the second step of the generalized design process to ensure that the in-plane preload is suf-
ficient to seat the coupling. 
Additional information on the three pin coupling can be found in the Master’s Theses of 
Hart [8] and Willoughby [9].
Chapter 3A MODEL FOR ELASTIC 
AVERAGING3.1  The Principle of Elastic Averaging
3.1.1  Background
The principle of elastic averaging states that the accuracy of an interface can be improved 
by averaging errors using controlled compliance between precision surfaces. The key to 
elastic averaging is to have a large number of features spread over a broad region that elas-
tically deform when separate parts are forced into geometric compliance with each other. 
As the system is preloaded, the elastic properties of the material allow for the size and 
position error of each individual contact feature to be averaged out over the sum of contact 
features throughout the solid body. Although the repeatability and accuracy obtained 
through elastic averaging may not be as high as in deterministic systems, elastic averaging 
design can allow for higher stiffness, lower local stress, and improved load robustness 
when compared to exact constraint designs. In a well designed and preloaded elastically 
averaged coupling, the repeatability is approximately inversely proportional to the square 
root of the number of contact points [4].
3.1.2  Examples of Elastic Averaging
While the general concept of elastic averaging has been known for many years, the earliest 
appearances in the literature occurred only during the first half of the twentieth century in 
descriptions of ruling engines used to produce diffraction gratings. One of the first appear-41
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sion of machines. The first published instance was Henry Rowland’s use of a wooden nut 
in his ruling engine [13], although Sir Thomas Merton is given credit for most effectively 
employing the principle with the creation of the Merton Nut to eliminate periodic errors 
during the replication of diffraction gratings [10]. Merton’s integrating nut was formed by 
first ruling lines onto a smooth cylinder using a normal lathe. Due to errors inherent in the 
ruling lathe, the individual lines could not meet the necessary accuracy requirements. 
However, summed over a sufficient number of lines, these errors average out to provide 
the required accuracy. To leverage the averaging action, Merton introduced a compliant 
nut composed of a brass tube with an inner diameter approximately 0.125 inches larger 
than the ruled cylinder and three small strips of cork cemented within the brass tube at 120 
degrees from each other. Contact between the tube and ruled cylinder was made through 
the strips of cork, which provide the elastic averaging action. Averaging occurs as small 
errors in the ruled lines are absorbed by compliant threads formed in the cork and as larger 
errors are reduced through a small measure of slip between the teeth and cork. As the cyl-
inder rotates, the nut moves along the ruling lines at an averaged lead, carrying an attached 
diamond tool which machines a separate untouched area of the cylinder. The resulting 
ruled lines can be transferred to a diffraction grating with practically all periodic errors 
removed. While Merton’s original experiment was capable of generating accurate lines at 
2000 divisions per inch, a refined version by Sayce was capable of optically ruling 5000 
lines per inch on an photographic plate [12]. 
The first instance referring to the term elastic averaging appears in a paper in 1951 by 
Strong [11]. In this paper, Strong developed a ruling engine which employs elastic averag-
ing to create a dividing head generator using a large number of triangular laps. These lap-
ping tools acted as cantilever springs and were mounted on a disc which moves normal to 
the workpiece. Several years later in his review of elasticity in instrument design, R.V. 
Jones next mentions the term elastic averaging to describe the integrating behavior of the 
Merton Nut. In this paper, Jones also first qualitatively mentions the understanding that 
the accuracy of an elastically averaged interface is on the order of n1/2 times better than 
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contactors [13].
Figure 3.1   Open and closed photographs of elastically 
averaged tooth couplings (figure by W. R. Moore [14])
After Jones, references to elastic aver-
aging are difficult to find, although the 
principle is used in several different 
products, including curvic and Hirth 
couplings, wiffle trees, and plastic 
building blocks such as Legos™. Hirth 
and curvic couplings, used in serrated tooth circle dividers, are examples of elastically 
averaged couplings [14]. These coupling types use different forms of face gear teeth 
(straight and curved, respectively) to form a coupling between two components, as shown 
in Figure 3.1. While both coupling faces are the same diameter and have equal tooth 
geometry and size, small errors during manufacturing will cause slight interferences or 
slight gaps between the teeth when the couplings are first engaged. When the couplings 
are clamped together under preload, the teeth wear in at first, then elastic deformations at 
the contacts cause the manufacturing variations to be averaged out over all of the teeth. 
This type of coupling provides good repeatability and high stiffness and is commonly used 
for indexing tables and indexing tool turrets as shown in Figure 3.2, as well as in the drive 
trains of some aircraft engines. Curvic couplings, for example, can be obtained commer-
cially from the Gleason Corporation. HSK also employs flat surfaces on thin ring features 
in their tool holders to achieve a similar effect. 
Another common example of elastic averaging is the concept of a compliant wiffle tree. 
The traditional mechanical wiffle tree contains a stacked arrangement of members which 
pivot to accommodate errors in the parts. Since the pivots have effectively no stiffness, a 
traditional wiffle tree is an exact constraint device. However, a wiffle tree becomes elasti-
cally averaged if the structure consists of a stacked arrangement of compliant members 
which funnel from a large number of contact regions on one surface to a specified number 
of fixed mounts on the opposing surface. Commonly, a compliant wiffle tree design is 
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disengaged positions using a curvic coupling (Courtesy of Hardinge Brothers, Inc. from 
Slocum [4])
used in the structure of automobile windshield wipers to ensure that the wiper blade 
remains in contact with the windshield through a wide range of motion. More advanced 
wiffle tree applications include the support of large mirrors for large optical telescopes. In 
this case, the weight of the structure cannot be supported by a purely kinematic constraint 
due to high contact forces, while the wiffle tree can distribute these forces amongst a large 
number of elements [4]. Wiffle trees have also found use in the aircraft industry in wing 
test structures [15]. A compliant wiffle tree structure for parallel testing of numerous 
semiconductor elements was created using flexures by Slocum and is shown in Figure 3.3. 
Figure 3.3   Compliant wiffle tree structure created by 
Slocum for a semiconductor tester
An interesting application of elastic averaging in the natural world is the use of a wiffle 
tree like structure on a gecko’s foot. The end of a gecko’s foot is covered in tiny little hairs 
which branch in wiffle tree fashion until their ends reach the microscopic level. Because 
of elastic averaging, the compliant hairs deform to ensure that all of the microscopic ends 
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smooth surfaces [16].
Perhaps the most common examples of elastic averaging 
today are the plastic toy blocks from LEGO™1. When 
two bricks are joined, the projecting cylinders on one 
brick mesh with a thin web on the second brick to create 
a small interference fit. The forced compliance of the 
bricks causes the cylinders and web to deflect, but elasti-
cally return when the blocks are separated for many 
cycles. Recent work by Weber experimentally determined the repeatability of chrome 
plated LEGO DUPLO blocks using a series of capacitance probes shown in Figure 3.4
[18]. In the experiments, it was loosely shown that the repeatability of elastic averaging is 
inversely proportional to n1/2. Also, the experiment showed that LEGO DUPLO bricks are 
repeatable on the order of several microns! 
Figure 3.4   Lego brick setup for 
evaluation of repeatability using 
elastic averaging principle with plas-
tic parts
In the same work, Slocum and Weber also developed a set of elastically averaged features 
for precision passive alignment of multiple wafers in micro-electromechanical systems, 
interconnects, and wafer stacks. The coupling features comprise rows of concave V-
shaped trenches on one wafer and convex pyramid structures on the other wafer. To allow 
for elastic averaging, the pyramid structures are mounted on cantilever beams ground on 
the wafer. The trench, pyramid, and beam features are all created in a microfabrication 
laboratory using lithography, isotropic, and anisotropic etching as shown in Figure 3.5 and 
Figure 3.6. When two wafers come in contact, the pyramid structures engage the v-
trenches, and the beams begin to bend for features where the tolerance errors have acted in 
the contact direction. Vibration dithering is then applied to the wafer stack to overcome 
friction and preload is applied. 
1. LEGO is a registered trademark of the LEGO Group and LEGO Systems, Inc., Enfield, CT 06083 USA
46 A MODEL FOR ELASTIC AVERAGINGFigure 3.5 - Convex pyramids 
on cantilever tips on wafer 1
Figure 3.6 - Array of mating 
concave structures on wafer 2
Figure 3.7 - Testing of passively 
mechanically aligned wafers 
After sufficient preload is applied, all of the features should be in contact and all of the 
beams should be deflected by some amount. The sum of all the manufacturing errors are 
elastically averaged through the compliance of these beam structures to provide for 
repeatability on the order of 1µm.   In these experiments, the effect of the number of con-
tact points was also investigated by breaking of certain numbers of contacting elements 
and repeating measurements. Due to the reduced random errors inherent in microfabrica-
tion processes and the 1µm resolution of the alignment and measuring system, the previ-
ously mentioned proportionality was not seen. Since accuracy was hypothesized to be 
systematic as caused by misalignment between the mask and wafer, the authors concluded 
that only a small number of contact features, as small as eight, are required for good 
repeatability.
A final instance of elastic averaging of recent note is the development of a compliant and 
self-locking tapered torsional coupling [19]. This coupling consists of two identical ele-
ments containing a series of finger features mounted circumferentially which mesh with 
finger features on the matching coupling as shown in Figure 3.8. When the coupling is 
engaged, the fingers act as cantilever beams with the deflecting force being provided by 
the base of the neighboring beams. The geometry of the beam tip is optimized to be self-
locking, so that axial force caused by engaging the coupling will deflect the beam tips 
radially; however, applied torsional loads cannot cause additional radial deflection. Elastic 
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ger end is relatively compliant in that direction compared to the root. Data on the repeat-
ability and accuracy of this coupling was not readily available.
Figure 3.8   Example of elastically averaged torsional coupling [19]
3.2  Modeling and Analysis of Elastic Averaging
3.2.1  Background
While there are few references to elastic averaging available, even fewer are available 
relating to analytical methods for describing these types of couplings. The most likely rea-
son for this absence is that the analysis is often intractable due to complex geometry and 
difficult solution methods. Often, designers also shy away from elastic averaging due to 
the implied risk from possibly having an overconstrained system. Assembly or distur-
bance forces can cause damage to the contacting elements if the design is not robust. As 
with any coupling, environmental contamination can decrease a coupling’s performance 
by changing the effective dimensions or damaging contacting elements. Elastically aver-
aged couplings with small numbers of contacting elements tend to be very prone to these 
effects, while higher number of elements can average out isolated errors.
Two possible routes are available for modeling and analyzing a coupling system - closed 
form analytical solutions and finite element solutions. For elastic averaging, closed form 
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and springs. Beyond these simple geometries, assumptions required to use the simplified 
representations may no longer hold and it becomes increasingly difficult to mathemati-
cally describe the geometry. However, closed form solutions are extremely useful as they 
are parametric and permit complex statistical tolerance analyses without significant time 
spent manipulating models or equations. Conversely, finite element analysis (FEA) meth-
ods allow for both simple and complex geometries to be described with little effort, but 
often cannot do parametric tolerance analyses. When the FEA model is small and rela-
tively simple, the FEA analyses can be developed by hand to retain parametricity and 
allow for quick solution times. Increasingly larger and complex models require the use of 
a separate software package to describe the geometry, apply boundary and loading condi-
tions, and solve cases. While many packages include routines to determine sensitivities 
and the worst case effect of tolerances, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to combine 
FEA results to easily predict statistical behaviors such as interface accuracy and repeat-
ability in a parametric way.
3.2.2  Overview of an Elastic Averaging Modeling Process
It is the goal of this chapter, therefore, to develop a hybrid model of elastic averaging 
combining aspects of both closed form solutions and FEA as necessary. The basic meth-
odology of this process is to create a simplified model of the interface where the connect-
ing parts are joined by a number of springs equal to the number of contact points. Each 
spring represents the compliance of that contacting point due to material parameters, 
geometry, and coupled kinematics between the contact points. Initial tolerances at each 
contact point in a local coordinate system can be converted into the forces at the contacts 
using a stiffness matrix formed from the contacting springs. These forces can be trans-
formed to a global coordinate system for the parts, then can be reduced into forces and 
moments applied to one part. Combining these constraint equations with forces and 
moments in equilibrium equations provides a system of equations which can be solved for 
the final locations of the contact points. By repeatedly solving this system of equations 
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determined for a specific point such as the center of stiffness.
The elastic averaging modeling process can be broken down into the following steps 
which will be discussed in more detail in the next subsections. 
1. Build a model of the flexible elements in the coupling. 
2. Determine sensitivity of dimensional parameters to tolerances.
3. Create a parameterized stiffness equation to predict the stiffness due to 
changes in the sensitive parameters.
4. Map the effect of cross coupling of contact points. 
5. Form local stiffness matrices for each contact point and merge to form a glo-
bal stiffness matrix for the system.
6. Combine force and moment equilibrium conditions with geometric con-
straint equations.
7. Find deflections, forces, and other engineering quantities.
A simple extensible example of a completely closed-form model is shown in section 
Section 3.3 below, while the complete hybrid approach is demonstrated on a new fiber 
optic connector design in Chapter 4. 
3.2.3  Detailed Description of Process Steps
Step 1 - Build an analytical model of the flexible elements in the coupling. 
To construct the analytical model, each flexible element or interface should be replaced by 
an equivalent spring which represents both the geometric and material behaviors of the 
elements. Geometric behavior of most flexible elements can generally be easily modeled 
using traditional beam bending equations available from most undergraduate mechanics 
textbooks (e.g. [20] or [21]). For more complex cases, the classic Roark’s Formulas for 
Stress and Strain can help with problems such as complicated boundary conditions, curved 
beams, and tapered beams, as well as references for developing more advanced cases [22]. 
In cases where closed form equations are not possible or too difficult, a finite element 
model can be constructed which can directly provide the stiffness matrix for simple cases 
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tions. No real metric can be developed to instruct a designer when FEA is required instead 
of a closed form solution for the infinite range of possible geometries that could be con-
ceived. In general, a design that utilizes relatively simple, linear flexible elements such as 
the torsional coupling mentioned above can be easily modeled using traditional beam 
bending equations, while large changes in curvature tend towards intractable equations. 
The torsional coupling could be modeled by replacing each of the flexible fingers with an 
equivalent spring extending from the root to a common point at the contacting surface. For 
12 fingers, the torsional coupling could possibly be modeled as shown in Figure 3.9. 
These springs would be composed of separate elements to describe both the radial and cir-
cumferential compliance as cantilever beams. If an FEA solution is used, the stiffness 
result derived from the analysis can easily replace the cantilever beam equations. 
Figure 3.9   Sample equivalent spring model for the torsional coupling
 
In addition to compliant behavior of the geometry, certain material or mechanical behav-
ior can introduce additional compliances into the interface. Since many coupling geome-
tries involve point or line contacts, compliance due to Hertzian contact stress can become 
important. The equations describing Hertzian contact will not be reiterated here, although 
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found in Johnson’s detailed handbook on contact mechanics [6] or in precision design ref-
erences [4]. In most cases, the contact mechanics relationship can be reduced to a compli-
ance in series with the geometric compliance, but dependent on the local contact geometry 
and material properties.
Step 2 - Determine sensitivity of dimensional parameters to tolerances.
After creating a model, the next step is to determine which key dimensions in the model 
have a greater effect on the location and stiffness of the elements. Analytically, these 
parameters can be found purely by investigating the sensitivities of the equations for each 
dimension. For example, the stiffness of an end loaded cantilever beam is highly sensitive 
to the length of the beam and changes in this dimension can affect the stiffness of the 
beam greatly. 
More complex geometries like the web of a LEGO brick or the connector design shown in 
Chapter 4 require FEA simulations to determine sensitive parameters. Most commercial 
FEA codes currently provide some algorithms for determining sensitive parameters, usu-
ally as a feature within design optimizations. These algorithms generally provide an curve 
fit equation, graphical representation, or relative numerical value expressing the relation-
ship between a change in displacement or stress to a particular dimension. Many solvers 
allow for multiple dimensions to be analyzed simultaneously, reducing solution time 
greatly. 
Step 3 - Create a parameterized stiffness equation.
Based on the results of steps 1 and 2, a parameterized stiffness equation can be con-
structed. If the system can be described in closed form, the equations can be manipulated 
relatively easily to provide an equation expressed in terms of the important parameters. 
When FEA solutions are required, a series of FEA “Experiments” is required to map the 
stiffness of an individual contact as a function of the changing dimensions and specific 
loading conditions. Some solvers may include routines which will automatically run sev-
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This feature makes generation of a parameterized stiffness equation almost automatic. 
However, if the solver does not provide such a feature, the designer will have to develop 
the equation manually by generating data for a variety of dimensional combinations and 
then creating a curve fit to accurate predict stiffness within an acceptable tolerance range.   
Step 4 - Map the effect of cross coupling of contact points. 
In many cases, the force acting at a contact point is not simply just a linear relationship to 
the deflection seen at that contact point. Two forms of cross coupling between contact 
points affect this relationship. The first form of coupling is the relationship between the 
force or displacement at one contact point to the corresponding displacement or force at 
the contact point of interest, often called stiffness or flexibility influence coefficients in lit-
erature on vibrations [23], applied mathematics [24], or the finite element method [25]. 
When stiffness is expressed in matrix form, those coefficients representing a non-coupled 
stiffness are placed along the diagonal, while the cross-coupled influence coefficients are 
present as the non-diagonal terms. From Maxwell’s Reciprocity Theorem, it can be deter-
mined that the deflection at a contact point i due to a unit load at point j is equal to the 
deflection at point j due to a unit load at point i. In other words, the stiffness matrix is sym-
metric. A sample stiffness equation for a four spring version of the system in Figure 3.10
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Force cross coupling is present in almost any elastically averaged coupling, although the 
effect may be negligible in some cases. For closed form models, the complete stiffness 
matrix can be determined by analyzing the coupling as a multi-degree of freedom system 
using equilibrium equations [23]. The stiffness matrix can be formed directly from the 
FEA formulation, if the model is created manually, or by mapping forces and deflections 
within a particular software package. 
The second form of cross coupling is the relationship between a deflection at one point to 
a deflection at the point of interest. This cross coupling can exist when one contacting ele-
ment is physically connected to another element, but it does not exist in cases where each 
contacting element is physically independent. For the torsional coupling, displacement 
cross coupling does not exist. Since each finger is relatively compliant compared to the 
base, a displacement at one contact is not transmitted to neighboring elements. Displace-
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large number of springs connected to a common flexible member. 
Figure 3.11 - Example of elastic averaging including force and displacement coupling
Based on the relative compliance between the springs and the flexible member, an error 
motion at one point on the member would be observed at the neighboring contact points. 
A rigid beam would show almost a solid body motion and rotation, while a more compli-
ant beam would exhibit relative deflections between the contact points. This simple case 
could be modeled simply using beam equations, while the behavior of more complex 
geometry can be mapped using an FEA model. In the FEA model, the contact points 
should have an initial force or deflection corresponding to the nominal preload or press fit 
configuration, then individual contact points can be disturbed to determine the coupled 
motions. Symmetry in the coupling design is beneficial as less contact points require prob-
ing to completely understand the coupling effect. In Equation 3.2, an exampled of the dis-
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At this point, an interesting qualitative metric relating coupling to constraint can be noted. 
A ratio between the direct stiffness designed into the system and the cross coupling can be 
determined. For small values of this ratio, the direct stiffness between the components 
dominates their interaction and the system is elastically averaged. For large values of this 
ratio, the structure is much more compliant than the components intended to exhibit com-
pliance or conversely the compliant structures are too stiff. In this case, the base part will 
exhibit elastically averaged like motion, although the parts can be damaged by this com-
pliance. Ratio values close to one approach the case where the system is likely to be over-
constrained, or possibly exactly constrained in cases of six contact points. 
Step 5 - Form local stiffness matrices for each contact point and merge to form a 
global stiffness matrix for the system.
After determining the stiffness properties for each contact point, this stiffness should be 
expressed as a stiffness matrix in a local coordinate system for that point. It is useful to 
define the local coordinate system so that one axis is in the contact direction or normal to 
the contact surface while the other axis is tangential to the contact. By defining the local 
coordinates in this method, both normal and friction forces can be easily determined for a 
deflection. In Equation 3.3, an example local stiffness matrix is shown, where the line 
over the variable indicates that it is in local coordinates







The local stiffness matrices can then be transferred to a global coordinate system, which is 
common to all of the contacts and is typically defined with respect the coordinate system 
of one part as in Equation 3.4. This transformation is formed using the common tool called 
a transformation matrix, shown in Equation 3.5, where θ is the angle formed by x and x, 















Once the matrices are in the global coordinate system, the stiffness matrices for each con-
tact point must be augmented to include the force cross coupling terms or zeros so that 
each contact’s stiffness equation includes all possible displacements. These globalized, 
augmented equations can then be merged into a global stiffness matrix and combined with 
the displacement cross coupling terms to form a stiffness equation for the entire interface. 
This process of defining local stiffness equations and assembling into a global form is 
based on the Direct Stiffness Method, a precursor to the Finite Element Method [26], and 
it can be done simultaneously and automatically in most mathematics packages.
Modeling and Analysis of Elastic Averaging 57Step 6 - Combine force and moment equilibrium conditions with geometric 
constraint equations.
Figure 3.12 - Equilibrium for a simple 2D case where δ is the simulated tolerance of each contact point and 
x is the corresponding deflection of the part.
Using the completed global stiffness 
equations, form equations for force and 
moment equilibrium in all required 
degrees of freedom. To solve all of the 
system’s unknowns, additional equations 
are required. These equations can be cre-
ated using geometric constraint or com-
patibility equations such as constant slope 
or specific displacements, which are highly dependent on the specific model. These equa-










Step 7 - Find deflections, forces, and other engineering quantities.
To find reactions of the coupling to applied or disturbance forces, the general form in 
Equation 3.6 can be applied. To simulate repeatability of a number of coupling pairs, a tol-
erance based statistical analysis is performed where a random normal distribution of 
dimensions is provided to a model in order to generate an output distribution of a variable 
such as total force or solid body motions.   A Monte Carlo tolerance analysis is one of the 
most versatile statistical simulations using this method and is very accurate for large sam-
ple sizes. If the generated normal distributions have a mean at the nominal dimension and 
standard deviation of one third of the tolerance, the resulting output distribution can accu-
rately predict the repeatability of the complete system. To use the elastic averaging model 
with statistical analyses, the effective applied force and moments terms on the right hand 
side of Equation 3.6 must be found by solving the force and equilibrium equations as 
shown in Equation 3.7. 


















The elements in the vector of tolerances necessary for solving these equations can formed 
by generating random values for dimensions and determining the change in location of the 
contact point. With the applied forces and moments, Equation 3.6 can then be solved for 
the displacement vector. Repeated generation of tolerance data and solution for the dis-
placement vector can then be used to determine repeatability across a number of coupling 
pairs.
3.3  Simple Example - One Dimensional Rigid Beam
3.3.1  Example Description and Application of Model
Figure 3.13 - Schematic of simple one dimensional rigid beam model
To illustrate the use of the elastic averaging model, it was applied to the simple one 
dimensional problem shown in Figure 3.13. The problem consists of a beam which is 
assumed to be rigid so that all deflections occur within the springs. Since the contacts are 
all fixed to the beam, the stiffness matrix will include the influence coefficients. To make 
this problem as simple and general as possible, it is assumed that the coupling effect will 
Simple Example - One Dimensional Rigid Beam 59follow St. Venant’s Principle and be negligible after three critical dimensions. Therefore, 
the diagonal terms of the stiffness matrix are defined to have the stiffness values of that 
individual spring. The nearest neighboring contacts will have 10% of this value while the 
second neighbors will have 1%.   Similarly, the displacement cross coupling is defined so 
that the first and second neighbors exhibit coupling. For this analysis, the effect of dis-
placement cross coupling was varied to determine its effect on the 1/n1/2 behavior. When 
forming the matrices in Equation 3.6 and Equation 3.7, moment equilibrium was calcu-
lated with respect to the center of stiffness. The geometric constraints were applied by 
assuming that the beam remains rigid and the slope of the beam remains constant along its 
length. To simulate the tolerances of the system, a random distribution of displacements 
was provided with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Since the mean dis-
placement is zero, the vector of nominal displacements is zero and only the tolerances will 
cause motion of the beam. Effectively, these tolerances are applied to the ground shown in 
Figure 3.13. The complete mathematics and details of this model are shown in 
Appendix B. Mathematics are presented in MathCAD 11 from Mathsoft and are unitless.
3.3.2  Results from Simple Model
Since the primary goal of this analysis is to determine the effect of cross coupling on sys-
tem repeatability, a number of studies were run with varied numbers of contacts and dif-
ferent combinations of cross coupling. In Table 3.1 and Figure 3.14, a summary of 
simulation results is shown consisting of the standard deviations from 2000 or more data 
points generated for each case.  







for 10% Force 
Cross Coupling
Standard Deviation 
for 10% Displacement 
Cross Coupling
5 0.447 0.447 0.432 0.534
10 0.316 0.319 0.323 0.384
25 0.200 0.192 0.196 0.246
50 0.141 0.142 0.139 0.175
75 0.115 0.117 0.115 0.139
100 0.100 0.104 0.101 0.120
250 0.063 0.063 0.064 0.078
500 0.045 0.043 0.045 0.054
Figure 3.14 - Plot of standard deviation versus number of contact points 
for various cross coupling cases



















Square Root of N Trend Displacement Cross Coupling
No Cross Coupling Force Cross Coupling
In each of the three cross coupling variations, it is expected that the standard deviation for 
location of the center of stiffness should follow the trend of 1/n1/2. Since the standard 
deviation placed on the random tolerance distribution is 1, it is also expected that the stan-
dard deviation for the output location be equal to the value of 1/n1/2. Without cross cou-
pling, this expectation holds true with the resulting distribution being essential equivalent 
to the square root trend. For modest values of force coupling, a negligible change in output 
Simple Example - One Dimensional Rigid Beam 61repeatability is observed. However, even small values of displacement coupling have a 
noticeable effect on the repeatability of the system. Any change in displacement coupling 
appears as a polynomial effect as shown in Figure 3.15. This polynomial effect is called 
the displacement cross coupling factor, defined as shown in Equation 3.8, and has a poly-
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Figure 3.15 - Plot of displacement cross coupling factor based on per-
centage of cross coupling
Displacement Cross Coupling Factor vs. Percent Coupling



























Similarly, angular standard deviations show correlation to the 1/n1/2 trend, scaled into 
angular units. Also, displacement cross coupled cases show a degradation with increasing 
coupling percentage while force cross coupling has a negligible effect.






























No Cross Coupling Displacement Cross Coupling
Force Cross Coupling
Figure 3.16 - Plot of standard deviation of angle versus number of contact points for 
various cross coupling cases
Chapter 4DESIGN CASE STUDY: FIBER OPTIC 
CONNECTOR 4.1  Problem Description
Fiber optics can be considered one of the most important technological developments in 
the 20th century. While most people are unaware of their use, fiber optic cables have rev-
olutionized the communications industry by improving the quality of telephone and televi-
sion signals, as well as enabling the internet to drastically expand and develop. The first 
successful use of fiber optic technology occurred during the 1950’s with the development 
of an image transmission device called a fiberscope. This device had a limited usefulness 
as original all-glass fibers exhibited excessive power loss. With the development of high 
quality light sources such as lasers and light emitting diodes, engineers realized that opti-
cal fibers could be used for communications if their lossiness could be reduced. This real-
ization spurred a surge in the development of pure glasses, transmission and receiving 
devices, and techniques for joining fibers. During this development, a wide range of 
demountable connectors were created to allow a fiber cable to be separated and connected 
repeatably a number of times. However, connector designs were mostly limited to varia-
tions on a few concepts which could not be efficiently extended to house large numbers of 
cables. In addition, existing connectors are too costly and lossy to be used in plans for 
fiber connections to the home.
Therefore, an ideal example application for elastic averaging and the Silicon Insert 
Molded Plastics process (the SIMP process is described in Chapter 5) is the development 63
64 DESIGN CASE STUDY: FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORof a low cost method for the alignment and mating of optical fibers. Multi-mode fibers 
have fairly generous alignment tolerances, on the order of three to five microns, while sin-
gle mode fibers require alignment on the order of a half micron. While current manufac-
turing methods work, the popular multi mode MT ferrule may cost on the order of $50 and 
may have 1/2 - 1 dozen small parts, including the spring preloading mechanism. By com-
bining elastic averaging and the SIMP process, a cost reduction of an order of magnitude 
should be possible without any reduction in precision, as well as a reduced part count to 
three parts. 
In this chapter, some basic information regarding fiber optics will be discussed as back-
ground to connector design, then a design concept employing elastic averaging and the 
SIMP process will be described. The elastic averaging analysis process outlined in 
Chapter 3 will be applied to this new design, including simulations and some experimental 
results.
4.2  Background 
4.2.1  Basic Optics for Fiber Optics
Figure 4.1 - Schematic of total internal reflection in optical 
fiber - dashed lines show reflected rays while solid lines 
show refracted or lost rays.
The theory of optics related to fiber 
optics is quite extensive, detailed, and 
complex. Only the basic relevant 
details pertaining to understanding 
connectors will be presented here and 
further detail can be found in many 
optics textbooks (e.g. [27] or [28]). 
The fundamental principle that makes 
optical fibers possible is total internal 
reflection (TIR). TIR is a property of light extending from the ray model of light, as shown 
in Figure 4.1. Rays of light entering the fiber travel down a core of material with a larger 
index of refraction than a thin outer layer called cladding. This difference in index causes 
Background 65light to reflect inside the core when it is incident on the fiber’s surface within a certain 
critical angle. The light within the fiber is then considered to be totally internally reflected 
inside the fiber, while light outside the angle is refracted into the cladding and lost. The 
critical angle can be determined from Snell's Law of Refraction, as it defines the angle 
when light will refract or reflect at this surface. In the case of a fiber in free air, this rela-
tionship can also be quantified by the parameter called numerical aperture which is con-
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4.2.2  Fiber Types
Typically, optical fibers are thin and flexible cylinders made of transparent materials such 
as glass and plastics capable of acting as a dielectric wave guide. The most commonly 
used material is ultra-pure glass based on silica due to its extremely low loss properties, 
although they are more fragile and susceptible to bending losses. The general design of a 
fiber is a cylindrical core of index of refraction n1 in which the light travels surrounded by 
a layer of glass of lower index of refraction n2 called the cladding. The glass is then cov-
ered in protective layers of plastic and other materials. In a fiber, the number of modes that 
can be transmitted along the fiber is dependent on the diameter of the core.   A mode is the 
distribution of electromagnetic energy that satisfies Maxwell's equations and boundary 
conditions within a fiber, essentially a possible path which the light rays can follow. As the 
diameter of the fibre is reduced to a few microns, it becomes possible that only one mode 
can exist within the fiber. This type of fiber is called single mode fiber. 
66 DESIGN CASE STUDY: FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORSingle-mode Fiber
Since the core of a single mode fiber is so small, this 
form of fiber has essentially a step change in index of 
refraction at the core-cladding border. For a number of 
reasons, single mode fibers have less dispersion and 
attenuation over long distances, allowing them to trans-
mit a higher capacity of data at a faster rate. 
Figure 4.2 - Schematic of a single 
mode fiber
These benefits indicate that single mode fiber 
is best applied for long distance communications. When designing connectors, single 
mode fibers have a number of disadvantages relating to the difficulty of launching light 
into the smaller core size. This difficulty directly relates to much tighter tolerances for 
connectors and splices that can be used for single mode fibers. Also, the geometric ray 
model of optics is less accurate for single mode fibers and the more unwieldy electromag-
netic theory of light is required to model the interfaces.
Multimode Fiber
Multimode fiber was the first type of fiber to be manufactured and commercialized, sim-
ply due to the ease of creating the larger diameter. Compared to single mode fiber, this 
fiber type has a much larger core diameter, allowing for a larger number of modes. 
Because of the larger diameter, multimode fiber is easier to couple; however, these fibers 
exhibit more loss and are best used for short transmission distances such as local net-
works. 
Multimode fiber may be further classified as step-index or graded-index fiber. If both n1
and n2 are uniform across the fiber cross section, the fiber is called a step index fiber, 
while fibers with decreasing n1 along the core radius are called graded index fibers.   The 
difference between stepped and graded index fibers becomes important when considering 
the different modes of light that can travel in a fiber. If multiple wavelengths of light are 
travelling down a stepped index fiber, all rays will reflect at the core-cladding interface. 
Since each ray has a slightly different wavelength, the rays will travel at slightly different 
Background 67speeds. For long fiber lengths, this difference becomes important as the modes will dis-
perse and simultaneously transmitted rays will arrive at separate times, causing loss of 
data when separate pulses merge. Figure 4.3 illustrates this problem for a multi-mode 
fiber.
Figure 4.3 - Schematic of rays in a step-index 
multimode fiber
In a graded index fiber, the gradual change in index of refraction causes different modes to 
gradually decrease speed away from the core. This causes the rays to reflect at different 
diameters and the paths of each mode to become sinusoidal. In effect, the change in path 
reduces dispersion by directing each mode to travel along the fiber with the same effective 
velocity. 
Figure 4.4 - Schematic of rays in a graded-index 
multimode fiber
In most cases, both single and multi-mode fibers have a cladding diameter of 125µm. The 
core cladding varies depending on the number of modes. In Table 4.1, the most common 
fiber dimensions are listed.
TABLE 4.1   Common Fiber Core and Cladding Size
Fiber Type Cladding Diameter Core Diameter
Single Mode 125 µm 9 µm
Multimode 125 µm 50 µm
Multimode 125 µm 62.5 µm
Multimode 125 µm 100 µm
4.2.3  Connecting Fibers
In the past, the joining of fibers was considered somewhat a black art that required highly 
trained technicians. However, the development of improved fibers, joining processes, and 
68 DESIGN CASE STUDY: FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORconnecting devices have improved the reproducibility of joints. For a low loss joint, the 
parameters of the two fibers must be closely matched, including NA, index of refraction, 
and other quantities. Lateral, angular, and longitudinal misalignments between the two 
fibers also increase loss, in order of decreasing effect. Insertion loss, or the loss of power 
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The output to input power ratio in Equation 4.2 can be difficult to calculate for optical 
fibers, although a number of assumptions allow the equations for graded index multimode 
fibers to be solved relatively easily. These derivations and their resulting equations were 
first developed by Marcuse [29] and can be found in various forms from many sources 
([30], [31]or [32]). All power loss calculations in the following analysis will be performed 
assuming multimode fibers are used. Each of the fiber parameters and misalignments 
mentioned above have a separate power ratio. The most critical values for fiber optic con-
















where x is the lateral misalignment, θ is the angular misalignment, n0 is the index of 
refraction for air, and NA is the numerical aperture. 
Splices
Splicing is a permanent joint connection, generally used in the field to connect long sec-
tions of fiber cable due to low splice losses. To keep attenuation low, fibers must be joined 
Background 69with lateral alignment precision of less 1µm which requires special equipment and magni-
fication. There are two forms of splicing - mechanical and fusion. A mechanical splice 
uses an epoxy adhesive to match the refractive indices of the fibers and clamps are used to 
secure the fibers.   A fusion splice uses heat to melt and fuses the two cables together. 
Fusion splices are very low loss if done properly and can retain the strength of the cable. 
Demountable Connectors
Figure 4.5 - Schematic showing compo-
nents in a typical fiber connector
While low-loss splices are beneficial for long 
cable lengths, demountable connectors are 
desired for shorter lengths which require 
repeated connect-disconnect cycles. Demount-
able connectors are permanently connected to 
the end of an individual fiber cable or a ribbon 
of fibers using adhesives or physical con-
straints. A wide variety of different connector 
designs have been developed to meet a variety of different applications and each design 
has advantages and disadvantages. However, almost all connectors consist of the same 
three basic components, as shown in Figure 4.5. 
1. The Ferrule:
The optical fibers are not actually mounted directly in the connector, but instead 
are precisely aligned and mounted into an intermediary part called a ferrule. In 
many connectors, the ferrule comprises a long, thin cylinder of ceramic with a hole 
through the center slightly larger than the diameter of the fiber cladding. In most 
existing multi-fiber ribbon connectors, a plastic rectangular ferrule is used. The 
most common, the MT ferrule, is a compression or transfer molded thermoset 
polymer with a series of twelve holes for the fibers and two holes for alignment 
pins.   In most cases, the fiber is installed in the ferrule and then polished so that 
the fiber is coincident or slightly protruding off the end of the ferrule. The fiber-to-
ferrule interface is the first location in the connector where error can be introduced.
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The second part in a connector is the alignment device which is the part that mates 
two connectors and defines the location of one ferrule with respect to another. In 
cylindrical connectors, the alignment device generally consists of a sleeve which 
slides over the ends of two ferrules and constrains their relative motions. For the 
MT ferrule, alignment and mating occurs using two precision pins fit into highly 
toleranced holes in the ferrule.   
3. The Connector Body or Housing:
The connector body is a sub-assembly consisting of multiple metal or plastic 
pieces which holds the ferrule and cable. The exact design and features of the con-
nector body varies drastically from model to model, although common features 
include applying preload, providing strain relief, providing a load bearing interface 
between connectors, and attachment locations for cable strength members and 
cable jackets. The connector body may sometimes have an additional component 
called a coupler which is used to connect two cables together. The coupler typi-
cally has no alignment function and is used solely for connection strength.
As mentioned previously, lateral and angular alignment are crucial elements of a connec-
tor and the connectors are typically the largest source of error in a fiber optic systems. In 
the past, connector systems were difficult to use until manufacturers standardized and sim-
plified their designs. In the multitude of different fiber optic connectors available, most 
variation is present in the connector body, while the ferrule designs remain relatively stan-
dard. Table 4.2 shows loss characteristics and sketches of a selection of the more common 
connector types [32] 
New Connector Design 71TABLE 4.2   Common Forms of Commercial Connectors (SM is single mode and MM is multimode)
Connector 































Figure 4.6   The MT Connector 
Ferrule
For this research, the MT array ferrule was targeted for 
redesign. The MT ferrule is one of the most common con-
nector types and is available from a number of manufactur-
ers.  While the MT connector system is one of the few 
ferrules that aligns multiple fibers simultaneously, it has 
been difficult for the design to scale up to allow for a large 
number of fibers. Existing scaled design stack multiple 
rows of fibers in one connector with moderate success [33]. Also, a completed MT ferrule 
is too expensive for large scale distribution in fiber-to-the-door plans.
4.3  New Connector Design
In the new design, elastic averaging techniques are applied to two separate hexagonal con-
nector ferrules containing a row of fibers. As shown in Figure 4.7, the hexagonal ferrules 
are formed by joining two injection molded trapezoidal halves containing a number of V-
groove features. The use of KOH etched features in silicon mold tools will enable the 
angled part features to be precisely controlled. Before joining, the fibers are placed in the 
grooves of one trapezoidal ferrule half. The second ferrule half is aligned to the first using 
elastic deformation of each groove-cylinder interface, averaged across the set of grooves. 
72 DESIGN CASE STUDY: FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORThe optimal number of grooves is a balance between the increase in repeatability between 
the ferrule halves and the decrease in the accuracy of ferrule alignment due to a large num-
ber of contacts. As the number of fibers increases, sine errors about the center of stiffness 
cause misalignment between fibers in separate ferrules.
Figure 4.7 - Trapezoidal half showing grooves (top) and Joined hexagon element with 21 cylinders 
laid in V-grooves (bottom)
Two separate connector ferrules are subsequently aligned using a separate sleeve element 
employing elastic averaging in a circular fashion. This sleeve combines the functions of 
the alignment device with preload and some structural functions of the coupling body. In 
summary, the sleeve is a series of 12 line contacts located around a thin circular metal 
extrusion. During assembly, each of the side surfaces on the hexagonal ferrules will con-
nect with two of these bumps, causing the metal sleeve to deform elastically in the radial 
direction. To maintain contact between the two ferrules, beam springs are formed into the 
Large Scale Connector Simulations 73sleeve to provide a preload force along the axis of the sleeve. In Figure 2, the springs are 
shown as fixed-free cantilever beams but can also be realized as simply supported beams. 
Figure 4.8 - Two connector elements shown mated inside sleeve - end view (left) and isomet-
ric view with cutout showing preload beam (right)
4.4  Large Scale Connector Simulations
To apply elastic averaging to the connector design, a 5X scale version was used for design 
and experiments. The ferrule was chosen to be commercially available plastic, either 
nylon or HDPE, in a hexagonal shape with a 1 inch dimension from a flat to an opposing 
flat. The alignment sleeve was intended to be one millimeter thick aluminum extrusion 
produced with an initial press fit between the sleeve and hexagonal ferrule of approxi-
mately 25µm. However, the commercially obtained custom extrusion used in experiments 
could only be obtained with a 2 millimeter thickness, with tolerances of 0.001 inches on 
all dimensions. The finite element simulations and resulting stiffness equations were capa-
ble of predicting the stiffness variation for this change and the subsequent repeatability 
analysis was performed using the obtained dimensions and tolerances.
74 DESIGN CASE STUDY: FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORFigure 4.9 - Bench-level experimental setup including a 
waterjet aluminum sleeve and a Delrin ferrule 
Initial large-scale bench-level models of the connector were created using approximately 
1mm thick waterjet aluminum for the sleeve and a 1-inch wide Delrin hexagonal rod for 
the ferrules. These models were joined, then measured using a white light profilometer to 
determine the repeatability of the height difference between the two ferrules. As white 
Delrin is difficult to measure using a profilometer, small silicon targets were glued to the 
plastic.   Figure 4.9 illustrates the test setup for this experiment. Results with this fairly 
basic model show that the standard deviation of the height difference is approximately 5 
micrometers and the angular difference is 0.03 degrees. Complete results for 20 trials are 
shown in Figure 4.10. However, baseline repeatability of the measurement system is on 
the same order as these results, indicating that the models should be more repeatable. The 
main source of measurement error is the motion of the x-y stage when traveling between 
the two targets.
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Figure 4.10 - Angle vs. Trial and Position vs. Trial result for large-scale model of assembly
Elastic Averaging Model Application
Using the elastic averaging model, the repeatability of the connector due to manufacturing 
variation can now be predicted.
Step 1 - Build a model of the flexible elements in the coupling. 
Due to the complex geometry of the alignment sleeve, a closed form model of the geome-
try was not attempted and FEA modeling was used. A model of the connector was built 
using the IDEAS NX 11 computer aided engineering software from UGS. The FEA model 
used a mapped mesh of quadrilateral elements to represent the sleeve geometry. Since the 
geometry is symmetric, the FEA model would typically be divided into a quarter model 
with symmetry boundary conditions to simplify the solution. However, initial simulations 
comparing a quarter and full model demonstrated that the cross coupling effect between 
contacts around the sleeve were significant enough to warrant using a full model of the 
geometry for detailed stiffness analysis. Material properties for 6061-T6 Aluminum were 
specified in the model and several different boundary conditions strategies were used, 
depending on the analysis performed. 
76 DESIGN CASE STUDY: FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORFigure 4.11 - Equivalent spring model 
of ferrule-sleeve interface
In order to model the behavior of the ferrule-sleeve 
interface, each contact point between the two parts is 
replaced by a number of springs. Each contact point 
consists of two springs in series - one to represent the 
elastic behavior of the sleeve geometry and one to 
represent a simplified stiffness model for Hertzian 
contact stiffness. When the connector is assembled, 
the springs all act in parallel to center the ferrule. Tol-
erances are applied to the model by effectively chang-
ing the location of the ground. 
Step 2 - Determine sensitivity of dimensional parameters to tolerances.
To determine the sensitive geometric parameters, a simple quarter model mesh was 
applied to the model. Symmetric boundary constraints were applied to the split surfaces 
and force boundary conditions were used to simulate the interaction between the sleeve 
and contact. After probing several different dimensions, the list of sensitive parameters 
was limited to five parameters - thickness, gap, contact radius, arm length, and blend 
radius, as shown in Figure 4.12. The solver also produced a relative scaling for parameter 
sensitivity indicating that the thickness and gap are the most dominant parameters, with 
arm length, contact radius and blend radius in order of decreasing importance.
Figure 4.12 - Quarter FEA Model for Sensitivity Analysis (Left) and Critical Parameter 
Schematic (right)
Large Scale Connector Simulations 77Step 3 - Create a parameterized stiffness equation to predict the stiffness due to 
changes in the sensitive parameters.
Based on the results from the simple quarter model, a series of FEA experiments were per-
formed to create a parameterized stiffness equation for the stiffness of each contact point. 
Instead of using the quarter model, the full cross section of the sleeve was meshed and 
used in the analysis. Displacement constraints could not be placed on the model to prop-
erly restrict free motion and allow forces to be applied, so displacement constraints were 
used to constrain the model and simulate the press-fit action. Resulting reaction forces 
could be measured to determine stiffness. Local coordinate systems were created at each 
contact point and outwards facing displacements constraints were applied at each point. 
Two different displacements were used, 1µm to easily calculate unit stiffness and 26µm to 
simulate the press-fit present in the bench level experiments. Example plots and details on 
the FEA model are available in Appendix A. To create a curve fit for the stiffness equa-
tion, simulations were performed with approximately 100 different variations of the five 
parameters within a range of 50% of the nominal value. Displacements and reaction forces 
at each contact probe were recorded, then analyzed to create a logarithmic curve fit in 
Excel. The curve fitting algorithm in Excel accepted rows of data from one simulation in 
an array format and outputs a product of exponential factors raised to the power of the 
dimension’s value in millimeters. Since this initial curve fit was not sufficient to accu-
rately predict stiffness, additional squared and cubed terms were added based on the sensi-
tivity of the particular parameter. The variable form of this relationship is shown in 
Equation 4.5, with the exact values of the constants presented in Appendix C. While this 
may not be the most efficient method for curve fitting such a set of parameters, the speed 
of analysis was fast and the accuracy of the solution was sufficient for a number of extrap-
olated and interpolated data points, with no predicted value deviating more than 5% from 
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78 DESIGN CASE STUDY: FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORStiffness plots and stiffness sensitivity plots were then created using this equation. 
Detailed plots are also shown in Appendix A, although summary plots for the stiffness 
versus one varying dimension with other dimensions at the nominal value are presented in 
Figure 4.13. 
Figure 4.13 - Stiffness Sensitivity (left) and Stiffness (right) Plots for Critical Parameters. Horizontal 
axis is the value for the dimension listed in the legend.
In these two plots, the stiffness sensitivity trends noted previously were confirmed as the 
thickness and gap parameters had a much more significant effect on stiffness. As intuition 
would predict, the stiffness of the sleeve increases with increasing thickness. There is a 
noticeable increase in stiffness for a thickness greater than approximately 2mm, which is 
due to a change in the geometry from a thin, serpentine geometry into a thicker hexagonal 
shape with bumps on the inside surface. Several additional data points were taken in this 
region to confirm accurate stiffness prediction. The gap parameter shows a similar effect 
for small dimensions, although stiffness decreases with increasing dimension. In these 
plots, contact radius appears to have little effect on the stiffness. While this conclusion is 
correct for geometric behavior, the addition of Hertzian contact stiffness increases the 
importance of this parameter. Contact stiffness for the nominal dimensions is an order of 
magnitude greater than the geometric stiffness, indicating that the majority of elastic 
motion takes place through deflection of the sleeve. 
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removal force for the nominal press-fit dimension can be calculated. A simple verification 
test using the prototype shown in Figure 4.9 matches the predicted removal force to within 
2%. These forces can then be used to determine the required geometric and material 
parameters for the preload beams shown in Figure 4.8. The detailed mathematics for the 
preload beam are included in Appendix D. 
Step 4 - Map the effect of cross coupling of contact points. 
Due to cross coupling between the different contact points, the stiffness relationship in 
Equation 4.5 only provides the nominal stiffness value for each contact point. Any change 
in the force or displacement from the nominal will change the equivalent force or dis-
placement at neighboring contacts. Therefore, the full stiffness equation is modeled as two 
parts shown in Equation 4.6. 
F Kuncoupled δpressfit Kcoupled Cdisplacement δtolerances⋅ ⋅+⋅= (4.6)
This equation correlates to the process used to map the stiffness in FEA. The uncoupled 
stiffness matrix is mapped using the press-fit deflection at each contact point, while the 
coupled stiffness is found by deflecting only one point by a micron and measuring the 
forces and deflections at other contact points. The coupled stiffness from FEA results in a 
combination of the K and C matrices shown in Equation 4.6. The coupled and uncoupled 
behaviors can then be superimposed to provide the complete force state in the coupling.
When creating the FEA model for the coupled case, the boundary conditions used for the 
uncoupled case no longer apply. Since the previous boundary conditions consist of fixed 
displacement constraints at each contact, a change at one contact would be seen only as a 
change in force at the other contact points. This behavior ignores the displacement cou-
pling between neighboring contact points. If the deflection at one point exceeds the initial 
press fit, that contact point will lose contact as the point lifts off the ferrule surface. The 
lift off will affect the contact point on the same flat surface of the hexagon, causing it to 
also lift off by a significantly reduced amount. The other contact points around the sleeve 
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other neighbors will also lose contact. Fortunately, the connector design will not see this 
motion except for small initial press fits and exceptionally large errors beyond reasonable 
tolerances for this design. Because the displacement coupling is very light, the qualitative 
constraint metric indicates that this coupling is elastic averaging.
To model the realistic behavior of the sleeve, the fixed displacement constraints are 
replaced with gap elements. Gap elements are similar to contact elements, as the solver 
will calculate reaction forces when deflection occurs into the contacting surface and dis-
placements when the deflections separate the contacting surfaces. However, the gap ele-
ments do not accurately model contact stress as all forces and displacements are applied to 
the node connecting the mesh to the gap element. If a large deflection is applied through 
the gap element, the connecting node can deform relative to neighboring nodes, creating 
an excessively high, imaginary stress condition. Contact elements would also affect the 
neighboring elements, causing neighboring nodes to also deflect and form a contact patch. 
However, contact solutions in IDEAS and most solvers require full 3D meshes rather than 
the simplified planar meshes used here. Because of this limitation, only small displace-
ments can be applied using gap elements, which is acceptable for this linear case study. 
Inside the property tables for each gap element, an initial displacement can be specified to 
model the starting location of the contact points. If these displacements are negative, the 
solver will interpret that the geometry is in a “press-fit” condition and first deflect the 
geometry to a zero configuration before applying boundary conditions. Without any error 
motions, the gap element model with just the press fit matches the previous constraint only 
simulation within the solver’s accuracy. To solve for the error motions, the gap elements 
were set to have zero initial displacement. One contact point can then be displaced with 
the same result using either force or position boundary conditions, or by specifying a pos-
itive displacement in a separate gap element for that contact. 
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ior where the contact points far away from the deflected point exhibited deflection before 
neighboring points. Several FEA verification trials were performed to examine this behav-
ior. The first test was to verify that the gap element was accurately expressing the 
expected force deflection relationship for contact. A simple FEA model was constructed 
consisting of a square bar placed under axial compression and tension by a gap element. 
The results from this model matched expected values using traditional mechanics calcula-
tions. 
Another possible reason for the strange behavior was thought to be due to the ability of the 
contact points to slide along the sides of the hexagon. To verify this behavior, a circular 
hoop was modeled with similar boundary conditions and gap elements. When put under a 
small error motion at one point, a similar behavior of slip along the hexagon and unex-
pected displacements was noticed. A final model was created with the basic interior shape 
of the sleeve, but with a extremely thick, circular outer dimension to model the sleeve as 
extremely stiff. When similar boundary conditions and gap elements were applied, similar 
behavior was seen, although there was less slip between the two surfaces. This relative 
displacement was replaced with much higher stress in the sleeve and excessive, extrane-
ous deflection of the contacts. After more investigation, the strange behavior was discov-
ered to be smaller than the accuracy of the 32-bit solver, indicating that the behavior is not 
actually occurring. To accurately describe the displacement coupling, a deflection slightly 
larger than the press fit was required and this relationship was assumed to scale down 
below the press fit dimension. Examples of the FEA models used in this case study in 
Appendix A.
Step 5 - Form local stiffness matrices for each contact point and merge to form a 
global stiffness matrix for the system.
This step is fairly algorithmic for this connector design. The contact points are numbered 
from 1 to 12 in clockwise manor, with the top right contact as contact 1. Each contact 
point is located by an angle β, which defines the perpendicular bisector of each hexagonal 
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the bisector. The local x-direction is specified normal to the flat, while the local y-direc-
tion is parallel to the flat. In global coordinates, the x-direction is defined parallel to one 
flat containing contact points 12 and 1, while the global y-direction corresponds to the per-
pendicular bisector of the same flat. Homogeneous transformation matrices were formed 
to convert the local coordinates to global coordinates.
Step 6 - Combine force and moment equilibrium conditions with geometric 
constraint equations.
In global coordinates, there are two force equilibrium equations, one for each of the global 
coordinates, and one moment equilibrium equation taken about the ferrule center. Due to 
the symmetry of the sleeve, the error motion of the ferrule is restricted to only three 
degrees of freedom, the two translations and one rotation, and the equilibrium equations 
can be solved for the position. Essentially, the final location of each spring is grounded on 
the ferrule, so the displacement of each spring in each direction is the same.
Step 7 - Find deflections, forces, and other engineering quantities.
Using the above described model, the repeatability of the connector can be determined by 
repeatedly solving the model with randomly generated errors on each dimension within 
specified tolerances. The standard deviation for location in both directions is predicted to 
be 1.73µm for the nominal sleeve geometry with tolerances of 25µm on each dimension. 
Angular standard deviation is also predicted to be 0.26 degrees. If a sufficiently large 
number (>2500) of data points are collected, the mean of the data becomes approximately 
zero. The repeatability analysis is also performed with tolerances of 50µm and 12µm, 
which predicts output standard deviations of 3.63µm and 0.92µm respectively. Comparing 
these three values to the repeatability suggested by the 1/n1/2 trend indicates that the trend 
is more conservative than the analysis predicts, with trend repeatabilities of 1.16µm, 
2.41µm, and 4.81µm in order of increasing tolerance. For a 1X scaled down version, stan-
dard deviation is predicted to be approximately 0.096µm by the trend with tolerances of 
1µm, while analysis indicates that the standard deviation should be 0.069µm.
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Similar to the sensitivity data generated for stiffness, repeatability data was generated with 
variations of the five primary dimensional parameters. The repeatability trends mirrored 
the stiffness trends, with the arm length and blend radius parameters having very little 
affect on repeatability. Increasing thickness by ±25% worsened the repeatability by 5-
10%, while increasing the gap improved the repeatability by the same amount. Increases 
in the contact radius improved repeatability by less than 5%, while the other parameters’ 
effect was negligible. 
Figure 4.14 - Error calculation locations for power loss
By assuming that two ferrules are 
connected with the worst case posi-
tion errors (three times the standard 
deviation for x, y, and angle), optical 
power loss can be calculated using 
the relationships in Equation 4.3 and 
Equation 4.4. The lateral error can be calculated using a combination of the x and y errors, 
plus the sine error cause by tilt of the ferrule and manufacturing uncertainty of each 
groove location. Angular error can be estimated by assuming one end of the ferrule will 
move by the given x and y errors while the other end has the same errors in the opposite 
direction. For the 5X scale version of the connector, the worst case possible power loss 
due solely to manufacturing variation at the connector center is 0.70dB, although loss 
increases to 5dB as little as 5mm away from the center. The actual scale connector is pre-
dicted to have loss of 0.11dB at the connector center (point A in Figure 4.14) and 0.20dB 
at the furthest away fiber position (point B in Figure 4.14), assuming a fiber spacing com-
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due to effects such as environmental contaminants, friction, wear-in, etc., the repeatability 
and power loss listed here are the best possible values for the worst possible combination 
of dimensions. Based solely on these estimates, the SIMP connector design is comparable 
to the MT ferrule in optical performance.
Systematic Errors
While the elastically averaged coupling successfully improves accuracy due to random 
errors, it remains susceptible to systematic errors. For example, the accuracy of the SIMP 
created grooves in the ferrule were experimentally determined to be between 1 and 5 µm. 
The elastically averaged design would reduce the effect of this error when aligning two 
ferrules; however, a fiber placed in the ferrule would still be subject to the errors in the 
location of the groove, regardless of the connector design. This error could be minimized 
by keying or marking the ferrules so they are assembled in a configuration that consis-
tently aligns the grooves with similarly offset grooves. 
Similarly, the elastically averaged design can compensate for random errors at each con-
tact point, but cannot correct a systematic error such as an localized change in sleeve 
thickness consistent across a number of parts. In this case, the ferrules aligned using that 
sleeve would exhibit an offset due to the sleeve’s local change in stiffness and the dis-
placement of the contacts points. The repeatability and interchangeability of the coupling 
remains the same as any two ferrules joined using the sleeve would be displaced by an 
equivalent amount, assuming the thickness change is minimal along the length of the 
sleeve. Only the accuracy of the coupling with respect to the nominal zero point would be 
affected, which is unimportant for any two coupled ferrules. An interesting effect in this 
case is the possibility of the elastically averaged coupling becoming an almost exactly 
constrained design. If the stiffness of three contacts were to become much larger than 
other contacts, the stiff contacts would define the location of the coupling while the com-
pliant contacts would serve simply as preload.
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In addition to the previously mentioned 5X scale bench level experiments, additional 
experiments were performed to help assess the accuracy of the coupling using a small 
number of samples. Without measuring a large number of samples, the full repeatability of 
the coupling cannot be measured experimentally. Instead, a sample of three ferrules and 
sleeves were measured to determine the actual combination of dimensional parameters. 
The hexagonal ferrules could be measured easily using a micrometer to find the samples’ 
actual width from flat to flat. To measure the sleeve, a small sample was sectioned and 
measured using an optical comparator and the Zygo white light interferometer. Since it 
was necessary to move the x-y table in the interferometer, the accuracy of the measure-
ments were valid only to 5µm. These dimensions were then used in the elastic averaging 
model without the randomly distributed tolerances in order to predict the displaced posi-
tion. For example, the aluminum sleeve on a brass ferrule was predicted to have a position 
offset of 0.1µm. While initially plastic ferrules were to be used, obtaining an accurately 
machined fit was difficult due to instability of the polymer during machining. Brass and 
magnesium hexagonal ferrules were used instead to allow for more stable manufacturing 
dimensions. This problem would not be present for the actual scale connector as the parts 
will be molded whole and not machined.
To experimentally determine the location of the ferrule, a test setup was built using capac-
itance probes to measure the location of the sleeve with respect to the ferrule. This system, 
shown in Figure 4.15, consists of a series of 0.5 inch thick aluminum plates mounted onto 
a 1 inch thick aluminum base plate. The vertical plate contains a hole threaded to accept a 
3/8 inch diameter bolt which passes through a clearance hole in the center of the ferrule. A 
1/4 inch hole on each side of the ferrule allows pins to connect to a removal plate. On the 
other side of the vertical plate, these pins butt up against the free moving aluminum plate 
labelled removal stage in Figure 4.15. To remove the ferrule, a 1/4-20 bolt threaded into a 
plate on the base is rotated using a power drill. As the bolt turns, it pushes against the 
removal stage, which transfers the force through the pins to the removal plate and the 
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pressing the sleeve onto the ferrule. This elaborate scheme was not necessary in the pre-
liminary 1mm thick waterjet model, but is required for the 2mm thick extrusion due to the 
geometry’s increased stiffness and increased frictional force. 
Figure 4.15 - Capacitance Probe Measurement System - Sleeve mounted on Ferrule.
Attached to the vertical plate 
is a 0.5 inch thick horizontal aluminum plate extending above the ferrule and sleeve. This 
plate contains two flexures designed to securely hold the Lion Precision capacitance 
probes above the sleeve. Each capacitance probe was operated in high resolution mode, 
allowing for a resolution of 3.5 nm RMS over a span of 75 to 125 µm between the probe 
tip and part surface. All measurements were controlled and recorded automatically using 
LabView with a National Instruments E-Series 16-bit DAQ Card, which has a resolution 
of 152 µV or an equivalent measurement resolution of 0.5 nm. Using this setup, the 
sleeve-ferrule combination with a predicted 0.1µm position offset from the simulation was 
measured to have an offset of 0.07µm. Using the same measurement system and ferrule-
sleeve combination, a standard deviation for position of 1.08µm was obtained. The other 
ferrule-sleeve combinations had similarly accurate correlations between the simulated and 
measured positions, as well as negligibly different standard deviations. This result indi-
cates that the repeatability of the connector design due to random assembly variances 
Experiments 87(assembly repeatability) is on the same order as random manufacturing variances (inter-
changeability). Therefore, repeatability and interchangeability could be easily combined 
in the analysis to quasi-deterministically determine their effect. 
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Chapter 5PRECISION INJECTION MOLDING 
OF FIDELITY PARTS5.1  Introduction to Precision Molding
As the demand for smaller and smaller devices continues to increase, current manufactur-
ing processes will find it more challenging to meet cost, quantity, and dimensional 
requirements. While microfabrication technology processes can create electronic devices 
in vast quantities with increasingly smaller dimensions, they are challenged to do so for 
mechanical devices at low cost and in large quantity. More traditional manufacturing pro-
cesses such as machining or plastic injection molding can more easily meet cost and quan-
tity requirements, but cannot currently match the dimensional abilities of microfabrication 
processes. By merging microfabrication and traditional injection molding techniques, the 
benefits of both technologies can be combined to produces parts to meet all three require-
ments. Newer polymer processes such as hot embossing and LIGA (X-ray lithography, 
electroplating, and molding processes) are currently being developed to improve the reso-
lution of some polymer parts. However, these processes suffer from expensive preprocess-
ing and are limited to vertical-wall geometries. Accordingly, one of the objectives of this 
thesis is to investigate the possibilities of injection molding polymer parts with sub-
micron three-dimensional features, such as angled planes, using a process called Silicon 
Insert Molded Plastics (SIMP).89
90 PRECISION INJECTION MOLDING OF FIDELITY PARTSFigure 5.1 - SEM of KOH etched features in Silicon (500 nm scale)
Using traditional mold making processes, molds can be manufactured which allow for 
parts with features on the order of several microns. However, many medical, technical and 
consumer applications demand higher precision than the traditional techniques of injec-
tion molding can provide. To improve precision molding beyond the current limits, it is 
proposed that silicon inserts be placed inside the mold cavity. The silicon inserts would be 
manufactured using microfabrication techniques allowing for tolerances, smoothness, and 
dimensions at a nanoscale level. For example, silicon can be selectively etched using 
KOH to obtain nanometer smooth <111> planes at an inclination angle of 54.7 degrees 
from the wafer plane. Figure 3.1 shows the intersection of an etched <111> plane with the 
polished plane of the wafer, and it can be seen that both planes have nanometer smooth-
ness, while the edge between them has 30-50 nm straightness. These features were 
obtained without any particular attention to the precision, therefore this research will seek 
to improve the precision of the edge straightness. Using these types of basic primitive fea-
tures, more complex structures can be formed by bonding several sections of silicon to 
also include temperature control passages. This structure can then be interfaced to a tradi-
tional mold created using traditional machining operations and electro-discharge machin-
ing (EDM). By constraining the precise features within the silicon insert, parts can easily 
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manufacturing parts with combined meso and nanoscale features.
The details in the rest of this chapter over some of the work done on SIMP as it relates to 
developing tool inserts for manufacturing the fiber optic connector. A discussion of silicon 
fabrication processes related to SIMP are available in Jaime Werkmeister’s Engineer’s 
Degree Thesis from MIT [34].
5.2  Review of Existing Technologies
In commercial operation, traditional mold manufacturing techniques are capable of pro-
ducing parts with minimum wall thicknesses of 400µm and maximum part sizes of around 
one inch. These techniques can generally provide tolerances of approximately ±130µm 
[35]. Traditional mold making techniques typically consist of casting processes, machin-
ing operations, and high precision grinding and polishing processes. State of the art com-
mercial molding technology is micro-injection molding, where parts typically are in the 
range of less than 100 mg with critical dimensions of less than 1mm. Micro-injection 
molds can provide tolerances of less than ±1µm to ±50µm for such parts, depending on 
material [36]. In order to achieve these precision molds, mold makers employ a combina-
tion of traditional machining operations with electroforming and EDM. Wire EDM can 
provide 100µm surface roughness and approximately 400nm tolerances under best condi-
tions. For applications requiring extremely smooth surfaces, EDM combined with lapping 
or polishing can create surfaces with 0.1µm - 1µm surface roughness [37]. Precision man-
ufactured molds can be integrated into almost any standard injection molding machine to 
create reasonably accurate parts. For example, compact discs are micro-injection molded 
to have features of 3µm by 0.5µm with spacings of 1.6µm apart [38]. However, highly 
accurate parts require additional consideration in the design and control of the machine 
and process. Most industrial machines can apply large forces onto large mold bases and 
use large injection screws to supply large quantities of plastic quickly. Newer, small scale 
machines such as the Sesame Nanomolding machine [39] employ short injection strokes 
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hot runners are used to keep the non-part material in the mold from freezing. 
While these machines and techniques can produce features on the micron scale, they have 
difficulty extending part capabilities into the nanoscale. Instead, researchers have turned 
to microfabrication processes such as lithography and etching to investigate new molding 
techniques. Many of these techniques have been directed towards developing soft litho-
graphic processes, which allow for microfabrication of semiconductor devices on a wide 
variety of materials without the use of photolithography [40]. These techniques tend to 
lend themselves to three generic groupings - light based forming, embossing, and the 
LIGA process.
Light based forming consists of two major forms - laser micromachining similar to the 
process used to write CDs [38], [41] and photomolding through light induced reaction 
injection molding [42]. The photomolding process requires the use of photocurable poly-
mers which are injected using a standard injection molding machine. After injection into 
the mold, the filled cavity is exposed to a high intensity UV source while under pressure to 
cure the polymer in the molded form. While photomolding is capable of producing parts 
with dimensions on the order of 200nm, the molds require complex transparent sections 
for UV exposure and long curing times.
The next form of molding consists of a variety of embossing, printing, and replication pro-
cesses for replication of features on a silicon wafer. These process are used almost exclu-
sively to transfer a pattern from a die to a thin polymer layer on a wafer. Subsequent 
processes either deposit metal then remove the polymer to create a metal part or use the 
polymer as a pattern for etching a wafer. The metal nano-replication process is capable of 
reproducing dimensions of 25nm in both PMMA and aluminium [43]. Investigations into 
nano-imprint lithography have produced features with 10nm diameter pillars with 60nm 
spacing after reactive ion etching (RIE) [44] and 40nm features in PMMA layers which 
transfer to 100nm silicon features after RIE using house-made equipment [45]. While 
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complex three dimensional geometries, but rather produce high aspect ratio planar fea-
tures in silicon. One company, Thermo RGL, uses an epoxy based replication procedure to 
create optical gratings with critical dimensions of 170nm [46]. 3M uses currently uses a 
silicon based tool to replicate v-grooves for their Volition series of connectors.
The final form of microfabrication techniques applied for injection molding is the LIGA 
process. LIGA is an German acronym for a process where lithography, electroplating, and 
injection molding are combined to create plastic parts. The LIGA process uses x-ray 
lithography to develop a thin layer of photoresist, which is used as a base for electroplat-
ing the complex geometry of the part [47], [48]. This metal structure can be removed and 
used as a part or as a mold for creating additional parts with dimensions of 1µm to 10µm 
[49]. In experiments using LIGA formed structures as casting molds for PDMS, research-
ers created high aspect ratio microstructures on the metal mold inserts with surface rough-
ness of 204nm, which yielded roughness of 215nm when replicated into PDMS [50]. The 
casting process used by the researchers was to spin the PDMS on the LIGA formed struc-
tures to obtain a uniform layer, then to vacuum degass and cure the polymer in an oven 
[51]. In addition to the casting procedure, LIGA molds have found application in injection 
molds. However, LIGA mold geometries are also restricted to high aspect ratio two 
dimensional microstructures. Cost restrictions are also a concern with LIGA, primarily 
due to the high cost of x-ray lithography and multiple steps require to fabricate the mold. 
A typical LIGA mold produced at Sandia National Labs costs approximately $10,000 for a 
single 3- or 4-inch diameter wafer, [47].
5.3  The Silicon Insert Molded Plastics (SIMP) Process
As discussed previously, many of the current methods of injection molding or precisely 
forming polymer parts lack sufficient dimensional capability to produce three dimensional 
nanoscale features at a low cost. The SIMP process combines intelligent use of microfab-
rication processes to create silicon molds with nanoscale features and surface roughness. 
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procedures will be required, for example, KOH etching. KOH etching is unique as the 
etching process occurs more quickly along the <100> direction than along the {111} 
planes in silicon, creating angles of 54.7 degrees along the {111} planes [52]. This aniso-
tropic etch creates nanometer smooth surfaces along the etched planes. Due to short etch 
times, KOH can create surface artifacts including jagged edges and scallops on the sur-
face. An alternative etch chemistry is Tetramethyl Ammonium Hydroxide (TMAH), 
which removes material more slowly and tends to have better surface finish. Since the 
54.7 degree angle may not be desired in many applications, off-axis cut wafers can be 
used. These wafers are cut so that the wafer plane is no longer the (100) plane, but instead 
some other plane such as the (113) plane. When this wafer is etched with KOH, the {111} 
planes are still exposed, but the planes are at different angles with respect to the wafer sur-
face. The (113) plane example will end up providing an approximately 30 degree tip. 
By bonding an etched surface onto a flat wafer, a sharp edge can be formed with nanome-
ter resolution. Other features can be created using high energy lithography or focused ion 
beam milling, if necessary. Based on the capabilities of the microfabrication processes, 
dimensions on the micron scale and tolerances in the nanometer to micron range should be 
possible in the molded parts. After the silicon mold insert is manufactured, it can be inte-
grated into the metal mold base and the machine with attention placed on the thermal rela-
tionship between the silicon inserts and metal mold base. Precise control of mold motion 
and thermal profiles must be managed during the entire cycle to ensure proper filling of 
the part.
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5.4.1  Edge and Surface Capabilities
Figure 5.2 - Basic schematic of silicon 
mold for blade edge
To first understand the capabilities of the KOH 
etching process, the common razor blade was 
examined as a sample application for the SIMP 
process. Werkmeister’s thesis concentrates on 
the development of this razor blade. Many peo-
ple do not shave after showering, and thus their 
razors quickly dull unless they are willing to use 
a new razor blade every time they shave. Based on environmental and recycling concerns, 
the questions was asked why molds cannot be formed accurately enough to enable single-
use razor blades to be molded from plastic. The literature is packed with discussion on the 
use of PDMS for replication on the sub-micron level and LIGA research also abounds; 
however, neither of these processes are suitable for the low cost precision molding that 
would be required for making parts with tough precision edges such as razor blades [47] - 
[51]. By combining KOH etched features with wafer bonding techniques, molds can be 
created with nanometer smooth surfaces and a nanoscale tip as shown in Figure 5.2. The 
techniques described previously will be employed in this design to accurately control the 
thermal state of the mold as well as maintain the material’s integrity.
The first step in understanding the razor blade was to compare the quality of the edges and 
surfaces available from traditional razor blades and a razor edge produced using anisotro-
pic etching. In Figure 5.3, the edge of a traditional steel razor blade is compared with the 
edge created during a KOH etch. The edge of the steel blade has a tip radius of around 50-
60nm, while the silicon blade tip is on the order of nanometers. In test shaves using a sili-
con blade, this tip dimension was actually found to be too sharp, although it is not 
intended that the plastic will replicate this edge.  
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and KOH etched Silicon edge (right - scale bar of 300 nm)
Figure 5.4   SEM photographs of conventionally ground steel razor blade surface (left - scale bar of 3 
um) and KOH etched Silicon surface (right - scale bar of 1 um)
In Figure 5.4, the corresponding blade surfaces are shown. The steel blade exhibits notice-
able grooves caused by the grinding process, while the silicon surface is atomically 
smooth, showing no defects over a several micron square section. 
5.4.2  Mask to Wafer Alignment
During the etching trials, it was discovered that misalignment between the photolithogra-
phy mask and wafer could cause surface irregularities during a anisotropic etch such as 
those shown in . Typically, wafer manufacturers specify that the wafer flat is cut within 
±1.0 degrees, although off-axis wafer were obtained with a tolerance closer to 2.5 degrees. 
Additional alignment methods were investigated to determine methods for aligning the 
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Edge mismatch (left) and surface terraces (right)
mask and wafer more accurately. As a result of Werkmeister, Hart, and Weber’s research, 
it was determined that a preliminary KOH etch could be used to determine the orientation 
of the crystal plane more accurately than the wafer flat. Using a pattern of circles and rect-
angles, the test etch features can be inspected under a microscope to determine the correct 
orientation.
5.4.3  Backside Protection
Another processing parameter that was critical in producing the connector was protection 
of the wafer backside during etching. To control the etching locations on the wafer, a layer 
of silicon nitride is deposited and patterned. During through wafer etches, the flow of 
etchant and vibration of the wafer can cause the thin layer of nitride spanning the etch pit 
to break. When the nitride layer breaks, it tends to remove small amounts of the silicon 
wafer, leaving small scallop marks at the wafer tip. These features are undesirable in a 
final part, so a special plastic handle was used during etching to reduce the likelihood of 
the nitride breaking.
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Using the processes outlined above, silicon wafers were processed to produce mold geom-
etry capable of molding the connector parts as shown in Figure 4.7. Two mold tools were 
required to create the part. A top mold insert contained four etched sidewalls which could 
produce the hexagonal sides of the ferrule to contact the sleeve. To create the sidewalls, a 
(100) wafer was through-etched in KOH, leaving an open window through the wafer. This 
open surface is filled by the aluminum mold surfaces when installed in the mold. The bot-
tom mold insert consisted of a series of long triangular features etched from the original 
wafer surface. When pressed into a compliant material, these features would create v-
shaped grooves of approximately 145µm wide and 100µm deep. CAD models of the 
masks used to generate these features are shown in Figure 5.6, while the final etch wafers 
are shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.6   CAD Models of Wafer Masks for 
Fiber Optic Connector 
 
These mold tool inserts were installed in an aluminum mold at Custom Engineering Plas-
tics of San Diego, California1. Parts were injection molded out of optical grade polycar-
bonate resin using a Arburg Molding Press. Over 100 connector parts were molded using 
one groove insert. However, the top mold insert providing the trapezoidal connector shape 
was limited to under 40 parts before the silicon insert would break. In each trial, the sili-
con insert would repeatedly break at the corners of the insert, which indicates that the 
1. Custom Engineering Plastics (CEP) currently has a website at http://www.cepi.com/. 
Preliminary Mold Trials 99Figure 5.7   Final Silicon Mold Inserts for Fiber Optic Connector 
etched surfaces create a stress concentration at the surface intersections. When plastic is 
injected into the mold, these surfaces experience the injection pressure of the plastic and 
the sharp intersection line acts as a location for crack initiation. In future trials, this cavity 
can be changed to remove the stress concentrations or machined using more traditional 
operations as these features can be made accurately. In Figure 5.8, the silicon mold inserts 
are shown installed in the aluminum mold base.   
After molding the parts, several parts were measured using an optical microscope to deter-
mine the repeatability of the open loop molding process. Each groove dimension was 
repeatable to approximately 5µm, which was the measured repeatability of the micro-
scope’s measuring system. However, significant variation was noticed in the groove 
dimensions along the length of the connector. This variation is due to an unbalanced gate 
location at one end of the ferrule. Proper gating would distribute the flow throughout the 
100 PRECISION INJECTION MOLDING OF FIDELITY PARTSferrule more evenly and prevent the changing groove dimensions. Photographs of the 
injection molded parts are shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, including a ferrule with 
fibers mounted in the grooves. 
Figure 5.8   Silicon mold inserts installed in aluminum mold - Groove insert (left) and Top trapezoidal 
shape insert (right)
 
Figure 5.9   Full scale connector shown next to a 12-fiber ribbon cable.
   
Figure 5.10   Photographs of injection molded ferrules - Plastic grooves (left) and grooves 
with optical fibers installed (right)
Chapter 6CONCLUSION6.1  Contributions of this Thesis
The two major contributions of this thesis are development of a framework than can be 
used to model an elastically averaged connector and co-development of new precision 
injection molding process. Within the elastic averaging framework, a method is presented 
that allows for complex systems to be decomposed into simpler, analytically tractable ele-
ments. Using this framework, an analysis process can be used to solve for forces and dis-
placements in the system, allowing Monte Carlo simulations to predict the repeatability of 
the coupling due to manufacturing tolerances. A simple example and a more complex case 
study allow for the following design rules and metrics to be confirmed or developed: 
• Confirmation of the (sensitive tolerances)/n1/2 repeatability trend for elasti-
cally averaged designs. 
• Development of a correction factor that can be applied based on the amount 
of cross coupling in the system.
• Development of a qualitative metric for determining whether a system is 
over constraint, elastically averaged, or exactly constrained. 
The major implication of the development of this model is that elastic averaging can be a 
powerful design alternative to traditional exact constraint design. Exact constraint design 
can be overemphasized, causing designs to trend towards expensive components, low 
stiffness, and high contact stresses. In cases where the highest precision or robustness and 
assembly tolerances are required, exact constraint may still be required. But in cases 101
102 CONCLUSIONwhere the highest precision is not required, an elastically averaged design can provide low 
cost, high stiffness, and acceptable accuracy. The emphasis on exact constraint design 
could then be shifted towards an emphasis on controlled constraint design, where a menu 
of different constraint options are available based on trade-offs between stiffness, accu-
racy, and cost. In the case study on the fiber optic connector, elastic averaging presents a 
viable alternative to the existing over-constrained and expensive solutions. Such a design 
combined with a low cost precision injection molding process could lower the cost of 
optic connectors to a level where fiber-to-the-door plans become reasonable.
In addition to the elastic averaging model framework, fidelity development of the Silicon 
Insert Molded Plastics indicates that the process can provide micron level dimensions with 
repeatability of less than 5µm. The further development of the SIMP process will greatly 
improve the resolution and accuracy of features currently available in injection molded 
polymers. While micron and sub-micron features can currently be injection molded or 
stamped, the processes used to create such parts are prohibitively expensive or limited to 2 
or 2.5 dimensions. The SIMP process is one of the few currently feasible processes capa-
ble of creating true 3D geometry at a low cost, indicating that the possibilities for the pro-
cess are excellent.
6.2  Future Work
6.2.1  Further Development of SIMP and Actual Scale Model Connector Tests
In Chapter 4, experiments were conducted on a 5X scale version of the connector. To 
properly determine the repeatability and accuracy of the elastic averaging design for this 
application, further experimentation is required at the actual scale size. A Small Business 
Innovative Research Grant from the National Science Foundation was obtained to produce 
more robust “production” style silicon inserts to be produced at MIT in 2005. These mold 
inserts can be used to generate high quality connector ferrules which can be assembled 
and tested. 
Future Work 103In this research, a number of factor must be considered to make the precision parts a real-
ity. While a detailed analysis of these factors is beyond the scope of this thesis, some 
issues to be addressed include the proper selection of a stable material, determination of 
the best processing parameters used during molding, a study of silicon mold tool wear and 
lifetime, and investigation into the best location for gating and venting, including possibil-
ities such as mold evacuation and thermal strategies. Typically, most fiber optic connector 
design avoid common thermoplastic materials such as polycarbonate due to their tendency 
to be hygroscopic and swell due to moisture absorption, to have poor dimensional stabil-
ity, and to have relatively higher thermal expansion than some metals. These behaviors 
negatively affect connector loss as they can alter the position of fiber within the connector, 
as well as change the structure of the connector itself. Many connectors use materials such 
as ceramics and compression molded phenolics to avoid these issues. Newer studies has 
shown that these effects may not be as critical as once thought, so that resistance to using 
these materials may decrease. Proper selection and processing of the materials will allow 
for the connector to be made out of different engineering plastics.
Once these issues have been addressed, usable test parts can be molded and tested. Exper-
iments that would be required include repeatability measurements across a sample of 
molded parts to accurately capture total repeatability, including interchangeability due to 
manufacturing variations and non-deterministic variations due to friction, assembly order, 
thermal variations, etc. Due to the small size of the connectors, designing a position mea-
surement system for the complete system would be fairly difficult, although the individual 
ferrule halves and the assembled ferrules could be easily measured. Therefore, it may be 
more effective to install fibers into the connectors and measure the optical performance of 
the connectors. Another point to address in the scale versions is the robustness of the 
sleeve’s preload beams. Other preload concepts similar to those used in other connector 
designs may be more robust during assembly.
104 CONCLUSION6.2.2  Extension of Symmetric Elastically Averaged Design
While developing the design of the fiber optic connector, 5X scaled versions of the design 
were built to simplify testing procedures. The goal of the thesis was to directly apply these 
models to the connector. However, the 5X scale models could also be expanded upon and 
used as a large scale shaft coupling in rotating systems. Two shafts could be formed with 
hexagonal or any number of sides, then aligned using a elastically averaged sleeve seg-
ment. The sleeve would provide high accuracy interconnection between shafts with little 
or no backlash. To permit minor misalignment between the shafts, slits could be cut along 
its length to permit some relative motion along the shaft. 
Furthermore, the design concept for the connector provided in Chapter 4 is primarily a 
refinement on existing designs. One adaptation of the design adds a larger groove on each 
side of the fiber grooves which could accommodate the pins used in the MT ferrule 
design. This design would leverage the improved accuracy due to the SIMP manufactur-
ing process while remaining compatibility with the existing dominant design. The princi-
ple of elastic averaging could be extended beyond the limited case discussed here to create 
designs which have the alignment features integrated into the ferrule, eliminating the need 
for a separate sleeve. In this case, the high quality grooves produced using SIMP could 
allow for elastic averaging between two ferrules in a similar way to the method where the 
two ferrule halves are joined.
6.2.3  Metric for Determinism of Elastic Averaging
Since the border between elastic averaging and improper over-constraint can be easily 
crossed, it would be useful for the designer to have a metric available to indicate when 
their design is near this border. In Chapter 3, a qualitative metric for describing this rela-
tionship was briefly discussed. While this metric is intuitively useful, it would be more 
useful to have a more quantitative understanding of this metric. Future work to develop 
this metric would include a method to evaluate the relationship between the cross coupled 
stiffness values to the designed compliant structure. This metric would then allow for a 
Future Work 105designer to quickly test if the compliant components intended to allow elastic averaging 
are deterministically constraining the device within manufacturing variation or if the com-
pliant components are too stiff and create non-deterministic overconstrained. In order to 
test this metric, some of the elastically averaged devices previously considered would 
need to be analyzed and compared. 
Using this metric and the design process discussed above, the concept of elastic averaging 
could be extended to other areas. For example, automotive applications such as sheet 
metal assemblies or engine block assemblies could benefit from the improved repeatabil-
ity and robustness of an elastically averaged design. While these assemblies employ simi-
lar modeling methods, they essentially remain over-constrained assemblies without 
sufficient compliance. The addition of compliance or planar kinematic couplings could 
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Appendix ASENSITIVITY ANALYSIS PLOTS AND 
EXAMPLE FEA FIGURES6.3  Sensitivity Plots
The first set of plots show stiffness sensitivity and stiffness versus different dimensions 
combinations for the sleeve.  All plots show variation of -25% to +25% of the nominal 
values given in the commercially produced extruded sleeve.111







































































































































































































































































































1246.4  FEA Figures
The following FEA figures illustrate the mesh and different boundary conditions used for 
analyzing the 5X scale model of the fiber optic connector.  Figure A.1 and Figure A.2
show the mesh and an example displacement plot for the sensitivity model.  This model 
consists of a quarter model with appropriate symmetry boundary conditions applied at the 
edge.  Symmetry boundary conditions allow motion along the plane of symmetry, but do 
not permit any nodes to cross the symmetry plane.  Force boundary conditions were 
applied at the contact points to obtain a displacement profile.  The FEA software automat-
ically changes the dimensional parameters and determines sensitivities.
Figure A.3 and Figure A.4 show the mesh and an example displacement plot for the stiff-
ness parameterization model for the non-coupled stiffness behavior.  This model consists 
of a full model displacement constraints applied at each contact point.  These constraints 
had two purposes - to prevent free motion and to simulate the press-fit action caused by 
the ferrule’s insertion in the sleeve.  Traditional boundary conditions could not be applied 
to allow force boundary conditions to be used, so reaction forces were calculated in the 
analysis. Multiple solver runs with dimensional parameter combinations are then per-
formed to obtain data to create the parameterized stiffness equation.
Figure A.5 and Figure A.6 show the mesh and an example displacement plot for the FEA 
model for the coupled stiffness behavior.  The boundary conditions from the previous 
analyses are replaced with gap elements, which obtain forces for motions which close the 
gap and create contact and obtains displacements for motions without contact.  To prevent 
free motion, springs with negligible stiffness are placed on the model.  These springs 
allow the solver to find solutions for the model without affecting results. 
FEA Figures 125Figure A.1   FEA Mesh used for determining stiffness 
sensitivity
Figure A.2   Example displacement results from FEA mesh for quarter model of sleeve
126Figure A.3   FEA Mesh used for determining nominal stiffness 
behavior of sleeve using displacement boundary conditions
Figure A.4   Example displacement results from FEA mesh for full model of sleeve using displacement 
boundary conditions
FEA Figures 127Figure A.5   FEA Mesh used for determining coupled stiffness behavior of sleeve 
using gap elements
Figure A.6   Example displacement results from FEA mesh for full model of sleeve using gap elements and 
displacement at one contact point
128
Appendix BMATHEMATICS FOR SIMPLE 
ELASTIC AVERAGING MODELA description of this simple model is available in Chapter 3.  The schematic of the model 
is shown in Figure B.1 for reference.  The following code is in MathCAD 11 format.












Appendix CANALYSIS FOR AN ELASTICALLY 
AVERAGED CONNECTORFigure C.1 - Ferrule Dimensions Figure C.2 - Sleeve Dimensions141
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Appendix DMATHEMATICS FOR PRELOAD 
BEAMThe following mathematics describe the deflection of the preload beam, assuming it is a 
cantilever beam following traditional small deflection beam equations.153
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